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MANV cottagers will remain
Tin. LATE IN SEASON.

Building

Review of the

to Cost About $1500 Will be
Next Year.
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time
to
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think of
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your

easy
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terms.

Peary generously

Agents
Household, Stewart, Oakland, Acorn and
Round Oak Chief Ranges.

R. S. DAVIS CO.,
Complete Komefurnishers,

Cor. Exchange and Federal Sts.,
HASKELL, President.

Repeal Defeated.

and continual small gains
were reported as the clerk's reports came in.
At nine o'clock .Monday night
repeal
had a majority against it of 465. This
was cut down
later by
170, but although several towns are to be heard
from, the result seems safe for prohi-

REVISED RETURNS GIVE

SMALL
MAJORITY FOR PROHIBITION.

Peculiar Outcome of Revising Figures
Turns Tide.
In an election which has proved the
most closely fought and full of constant surprises that
has ever been
held in Maine, prohibition
finally triumphed by a small majority of approximately 200 votes. The change
from an apparent victory for the repeal by 7<>o votes to the 200 majority
fcr the "no" faction
came
as a big
surprise to both sides. The prohibitionists had already practically conceded defeat and were beginning to
make
for
plans
continuing their
fight when the question of the repeal
of the statutory
prohibition should
come up in the
legislature, while
representatives of those who sought
the
of the
repeal
constitutional
amendment had sent out statements
on the strength of what seemed to be
a safe majority for them.
Tuesday morning unofficial returns
were giving 70O and more
mapority
for repeal but by noon the revised
figures that were continually coming
in had cut this down so that the result was hanging In the balance.
All
the returns showed a continual gain
in the favor of the "no" faction. Early
In the day It was found that two important towns. Sanford and Wells, had
been reversed In the first returns and
this cut down the "wet" majority by
nearly 400. The revision of the vote
from the town of Limestone gave the
prohibitionists a gain of 100 vote#

bition.
The

bulletins

which

issued
the gradual change in the way the vote went
aroused great interest
through the
city, the prohibitionists watching the
corrected returns with particular attention.
When the figures seemed to
Indicate a
margin
for
prohibition there was great
rejoicing by the
"no" faction. The W. C. T. U. workers gathered at the State
headquarters in Portland
and
cheered and
In other parts of the State simsang.
ilar celebrations took place and there
was general
rejoicing by the temperwere

ance

on

as

hope

that another sommer will And the old friends

a better, bigger, hosier
season
We will be glad to welcome those wbo frequented oar
store tbls sammer and ihoee others wbo will be sore to come

In 1912.
to

spend tbeir

first vacation among os.

WILLIAM W. ROBERTS CO.
STATIONERS.
233 Middle St.,

PORTLAND. ME.

N.

Principal

of

Brooklyn,

N. Y.,

Struck in the face by a broken fragment of wood which he was about to
use in his stove.
Mr. Frederick
W.
Mar, principal of the Lafayette street
Brooklyn, N. Y., Grammar schools. Is
at the Maine General tfttspltal, suffering from a severe laceration of the
pupil of his left eye and may lose the
sight, though hopes are entertained
that it will be saved.
Mr. Mar was
breaking a stick which was too Ions
last week Monday while preparing to
lifsht a fire in the living room of his
cottage "Bustln-Woch-Helm" at Bustins Island.
A small fragment flew
upward, the point piercing Mr. Mar's
a wound
eye .and inflicting
which
caused him much pain.
He went at
once to an eye specialist In Portland
and Is at the hospital at present under care of experts,
who
hope the
sight of the eye may be saved. The
accident is one which is universally
about
the
where
deplored
Bay
Mr. Mar Is wfell known as a summer
resident at Bustln's for five years.

Cliff Island
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re-anited and look forward to

BROOKLYN,

Grammar School*.

forever, was carried, somewhat to the
surprise of many, but the success of
the other two questions on the ballot
on the matter of allowing an Increase
in the debt limit of cities of 40.000
(Continued

$100

MAY LOSE SIGHT OF ONE EYE.

He is

workers.

No one who has spent their vacation tenon on the shores
of heaatlfol Casco Bey can see the season wane without
regret.
The shatters are going up in camp, cottage and hotel. Yachta
and motor boats are being banted up and covered for the win*
Let

Y.,

The whole election was a
struggle
between the cities and the towns ki
which the revised returns from the
rural sections turned the tide in favor
ot prohibition.
All the cities except
Calais gave results favoring
repeal
and the total majority from the cities
favoring the "yes" movement at 12.483. The rural sections,
however, all
voted heavily in favor of
keeping prohibition in the constitution and the
majority given by them was sufficient
to icaln the victory.
The movement to have
Augusta
declared the
seat
of
government

At the Season's Close
ter.

MR. F. W. MAR OF

HAPPENINGS OP INTEREST
LAST WEEK OP SEASON.
! Many
The

Cottage*

Through

Still
Month.

IN

Occupied

"It doean't
at Cliff.
la
over.**
that
It
! How often you hear people aaylng
that Juat about now
Cliff
Here at
thla aenteoce expresses the general
I thought of the summer colony. Perthe
more ao than at moat of
I hapa
Itlanda in the hay doea thla hold true
here, for the aummer for Cliff lalandof
era la
round
alwaya one long
pleaaure and enjoyment. Thla paat
teaaon. too. haa proved In every reapect. the moat prosperoua In the hlatory of the place. Prom the point of
flow of numbers never haa there been
to
•uch a large number of vlaltora
apend their summers here. The first
arrivals coming aa early aa the laat
part of May and June, aaw aeveral of

I

seem

*umm*r

possible

All through
the cottage, occupied
the latter month and the one following the aummer realdenta of the laland kept arriving In a ateady stream,
Auguat. of course was the banner

month, many city
people allpping
away at that time for a month or ao
here.
recreation
of quiet reat and
the
Now that September haa come,
aummer colony, one by one. hare returned to the varloua puraulta of tiie
(Continued

on

page

7.)

IKoljiif t. Sutuf, manager

Season And Its Hap-

the
real inflow
of
did not start until
the first of July, after school and college commencements were things of
the past.
Then new arrivals cam?
in a steady stream and not until the
re-opening of school
and the stern
call of the business world made It Imperative did 'they go.
It might well
be said that "once a Bailey Islander,
always a Bailey Islander," for it
la
very rare indeed that anyone
after
his
vacation here, can go
spending
elsewhere when summer
time rolls
around.
But while Bailey Island has
a large summer population,
it
must
be borne in mind that numbers alone
is a very minor consideration in making a summer resort ideal; there is
a certain tone and refinement in
the
personnel of a summer colony which,
subtle but distinct, attracts the highest class of people to its shores. And
it is exactly this tone that Bailey Island possesses.
Its summer colony
i3 composed of people of Intellectual
attainment and a'oillty far beyond the
ordinary, people yho represent the
advanced ihiaker*. and Jtuainees
men
cf the country, men wjio-are exemplifications of the highest type' of American citizenship.
It is when a summer colony is composed of such peor',e at.
.®rosperlty '•orqes U>
the resort, for these peopfe work "together constantly for the good of the
whole community and the spirit of cooperation on the island is noticeable
almost as soon as one sets foot upon
it.
Perhaps the most striking example of this work-together spirit is the
collected
way in which funds were
for the new public library.
During
the summer of 1910, the plan was first
started out and this year
saw
the
A bazaar was held
rroney raised.
In Cottage Hall at which
over $230
was taken in and the success of the
two
undertaking was assured when
amusing little Irish comedies, which
uere given by the young people of the
island, packed the auditorium at Cottage Hall to Its greatest seating capacity for two nights. Work has now
been started on the erection of this
for which
were
library, the plans
drawn
Mann
up
by the firm of
& MaoNellle In New York, Mr. CharlfS. Thomas, the local contractor havli.g charge, and It will undoubtedly
he a great addition to the number of
beautiful houses already on the island.
The social season
at Bailey's
was If possible better than any of Its
The
predecessors.
of
production
"The Faddist," Mr. Warren Dahler'a
play, was given In a wonderfully artistic way by four of the summer
visitor*. and the weekly dances,
which
were as usual held In Cottage Hall,
proved a source of constant
enjoyment.
Teas,
card-parties,
private
dances, muslrales and other similar
functions were as usual held in abundance.
I>ast but not
least among
the enjoyable events of the summer is
the baseball
team.
For
the
first
time in many years
Island
Bailey
had a real ball team, and the students
from the Lowell Catholic Seminary
who composed it, put up a class of ball
which won the championship of the
bay. All in all. the summer which
has Just passed has proved itaelf, as
has been said, one of the most prosperous ones In every way In the history of the Island and one that will
be remembered long by those
who
helped to spend It.
summer

Accident at Bustins.

during Tuesday announcing

j

appearance,

and Mrs. James McKeen of Jewell's
Island and Philadelphia, assisted the
cause with a liberal gift.
The llbrar> has some 600 books, many of which
have been donated. The books this
year have been
in
the
old
store
building near the wharf.
The new building will be used as a
place for lectures and other enterta!oments and
when
sufficient
funds
have been secured
the grounds will
laid out attractively with tennis
courts and croquet grounds and lawns.
The lot measures 250 feet on Sunset
Ave., and 75 feet on Cliff Island Ave.
It is earnestly desired that all residents and visitors at Cliff Island may
interest themselves and join ki helping this worthy object which will add
to the pleasure and attractiveness of
the island.
Contributions and books
are solicited and may be sent to
any
of the committee.
The committee for the whole project are: Mrs. K. B. Batchelor, pres..
Mrs. Charles P. Hunter, 1st vice pres.,
Mrs. Edward Heydecker, 2nd vice
Miss Elizabeth
pres.
McKeeo. 3rd
v!o« pr«*_ MUs N*«11U
F. |tonnatt.
sec., Mrs. O. P. Stone, treaa.. Miss
Laura *E. Bennett. Mrs. James McKeen
Miss Elizabeth Griffith. The corporate name of the society which will
own *ne property will be The Cliff
Island Women's Literary Club.

for

F. E.

contributed

PRICE FIVE CENTS.

Prakfi Island

Bay.

(Casra

t

Review of the summer.—With
a
speed almost incredible the care-free
summer months have
passed by and
on looking back over the
past summer
It must be the opinion of
everyone
that in every respect It has \jeen
one
of the flost
that
prosperous
there
has evrf been at this the leading island of
jtfbe bay. The snows of winter and^be early spring had
scarcely
melted iway when the first
of the
summer Colonists
for
as early
arrived,
as the middle of
May several cottages
were already
opened.
June
saw
several new arrivals
putting in an

end. fronting on Cliff Island Avenue
will be laid out as a tennis court. For
three seasons
the summer
colony
have been interested In the project
have had sales and
in many
ways
earned money so that
the building
site is already paid for and a goodly
sum is on hand In pledges toward the
building. Of this amount
Admiral

sell

I1COXD 1

$J?ak0 SaUtsb ^HKBt

penings.

The site for the Cliff Island Library
was purchased this week from
Admiral Peary, consisting of about one half
acre of land ou the corner of
Sunset
and Cliff Island Avenue opposite the
Aucocisco
House.
The
building,
which will cost about $1500, is to be
erected so
as to be ready for
the
spring of 1912 and will be built on the
highest part of the lot. The lower

WEEKLY

$1

Bailey Island.

SOCIETY AT CLIFF ISLAND GETS
AOMIRAL PEARY'S LAND.
Erected for

AS

V

I

Site Purchased.

CLAM M4IL MATTER. |
1EMTEKXD

jPamous
its

for years for

unequalled

and

ment

dinners.
modern.

lights,
vate

but

fine shore

Everything

Electric

heat, pri-

steam

dining

room, etc.

Accomodates

Rates,

booklets

floor plans
plan to leave until September 28.
date, however, they will reChicago, so that Dr. Mann
may resume his duties as associate
professor of physics at Chicago Uninot

Ai that
turn to

versity.

Mr. R. Huntington Woodman and
his
daughters, the Misses Jocelyn
and "Winifred Woodman,
left
their
cottage, "Main Stay," this Wednesday, after having been staying at the
island since early in June.
In
hLs
staunch
yawl, the -Winjoy," Mr.
Woodman has enjoyed many a pleasurable sail this summer through the
Aaters of the bay, and has cruised
up
anci down along the coast.
Mr. and Mrs. John de
Hart, of
Maplewood, N. J., who have been
Dr.
and
visLting
Mrs. J. L Seward at
their summer cottage here for
the
two
past
weeks, left last Saturday for
their home outside New York.

Mfs. 'E. S. Richards and Miss 3>nuB: KTchaFUs 01 K^jidtng, Pa
opened their cottage on Rock Point
the second week in June, will probably remain at the island till the
very last part of the month.

I

Miss Josephine Thorpe will occupy
her cottage here for several
more
weeks, in order to enjoy the prettiest
of
the year here before returning
part
to the dust and dirt of city streets.
Mrs. Stephen Day. with her daughter. .Mrs. Raymond Smith, will stay at
the "Barnacles" cottage for a short
time yet before returning to her home
In Orange, N. J.
Miss
Helen
Day.
who has been staying here, left last
week for a motoring trip with friends
through the neighboring country.

The Misses Mary and Sarah Adams
and Mrs. Helen Adams,
who
have
been occupying their cottage at the Island since early in the season,
returned Tuesday to their home in East
Orange. N. J.
Mr. Warren Dahler will remain
in
hit unique
summer
home
"Villa
till
the first part of OctoChanticler,"
ber. The early autumn days are. In
his opinion, the loveliest of the year
here and he Intends to stay and enJoy them as long as posible.
Mr. and Mrs. Erastus J. Starr and
family have closed up their cottage
here and returned to tJielr nome

Spencer, Mass.

in

Mr. and Mrs. Parkman Denny and
Master Parkman Denny. Jr., left the
Island last week for their home
In
T^eicester, Mass., where Mr. Denny is

on

ana

treasurer of the

Leicester Savings
Bank, after having spent the entire

season

'The

here.

Woodbine/'

Mrs.

Humphrey

Slunett's deservedly popular house,
lost none of its popularity with the
visitors to Bailey Island this summer.
This homelike hostelry
has
long
borne a reputation for its
unstinting

hospitality,

and one who has spent an

outing under its roof will remem'oer
it long afterward with pleasure.
Mrs. W. *C. Pearson and Miss
.Mary
Pearson of Hartford. Conn., who have
been guests of Miss Amy Blanchard
and Miss Ida Waugh this
summer,
left for their home last Friday.
Mr. William Power returned
week to his home in Boston,

last
after
having spent the summer here at the

Woodbine.

Mr. and Mrs. Hemsley B.
Massey.
of Syracuse. N. Y. after vpending part
of th#Jr honeymoon at the Robinhood
>.•
Iv.n. it-fc last Friday
Philadeiplu.4,
where they will visit Mr. Massey's
Dr.
<3.
B.
father.
Massey at his home
in "Haverford.
Mrs. Harrison (Allen and Miss IDorothea Allen of Philadelphia, after occupying a cottage in the Pastures for
♦he greater part of the season,
left
•with reluctance last Friday for their
home.

HeKoert

F.

Johnson is building a
boat to carry about 5
horse power for Albert Richardson,
Jr., of Orr's Island. The boat is to
be 22 ft. 6 in. long and will have a
speed of about 7 miles an hour. Mr.
Johnson expects to deliver her about
October 10.

heavy fishing

Mrs. Humphrey S. Sinnett closed
her popular summer boarding house
'The Woodbine" this week and will
remove to Portland for
the winter
months, in order to give the children
the advantages of the schools there.
(Mrs. Sinnett has
had
a most prosperous season at the Woodbine and
during the entire summer the house
was crowded to overflow.
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Crafts are
the guests of Mr. Craft's grandmother, Mrs. Sarah A. Crafts at her summer home at West Auburn, Maine.
The Board of Directors of the Public Library Association held a meeting, Thursday evening last, at the
summer home
of Mrs. A.
C. Burnham of Boston, Mass.. at which time

(Continued

on

page

Kodak

social colony.

Professor and Mrs. Charles Riborg
Msnn.who have been occupying their
cottage here since the very beginning of the summer, will atay at the
island for some time yet, as they do

500.

application•

Bo*ki and

Mr. and Mr«. Avery V.
Cash man
and Mlaa Caroline Cushman,
who
have been occupying a cottage here
■lace the early part of the
aeaaon.
will leave Bailey's on September 18
for their home In East Orange. N. J.
Miss Caahman will go later to Northto re-enter Smith Colampton. Man
lege. where she la a member of the
sophomore class The Cash mans hope
to return to Bailey's ne*t year, where
the
they are among the leaders of

j

lo-

cation. liberal manage-

visitors

a
The Seaside, which has enjoyed
year of the greatest success this summer. Is still keeping Its doors open, aa
are several among Ita guests
there
who want to atay at Bailey's during
these
wonderfnl
days.
September
E.
Uuder the direction of Mrs. F.
the
Cram and Mr.
Harold Cram,
house has been exceedingly prosperwell
ous this summer and has been
(filed all through the year.

Alain*

The baat way to wmembw yoor vacation trip. Wa
everything In Kodak* and Kodak Sappllaa, Developing and Printing. The kind that •oita. Mall
ordara promptly attended to.
have

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
MONUMENT

SQUARE

Flat WH—ry aa4 Batrtviai

2.)

the following officer* were elected:
President—«H. Frank Johnson.
Vice
President—Charles S. Thomas, Secretary—Mrs. A. C. Burnham, Boston.
Mass.. and Treasurer—L.
M. York.
The society was
incorporated last
week.
A committee consisting
of
Charles
R. Mann
and
Charles S.
Thomas were appointed to draft a
sec of resolutions on the
death of
their late member. William D. Smith
of Reading. Pa.

day. September 14, for their Morristuwn, N. J., home.
Miss Mary Axtell. of Morristown,
X. J., who has been a recent guest
of the Reverend and Mrs. Alexander

MacColl,
Thursday

returned to her
hone
on
of last week.
Mr. and Mrs.
MacColl are now entertaining Miss K.
G. Dayton of Brlarcllff. N. Y.. for
a
few days.
Next week Mr. and
Mrs.
MacColl. together with their daughter. Miss Ailsa MacColl.
and their
Mrs. James G.
Stetson
apd her son. iMr. Meredith MacColl. will return
daughters. Mary and Jennie Stetson, to Philadelphia, where Mr. MacColl
left for their home in Wayne,
Me., is pastor of the Second Presbyterian
Saturday last, in order that Miss Jen- church, and will be accompanied by
nie Stetson can
enter
school
of
this Miss Rona Parker
Morristown.
week.
Mrs. Stetson will return to the who has been visiting them all sumisland soon und will remain until the mer. iMrs. MacColl and her children
close of the season at the ice cream have been at
Bailey Island since early
parlor about Oct. 1.
In June, but Mr. MacColl was away a
The local fishermen have had a good part of the summer,
touring
most profitable
summer
acid
the through Great Britain.
Mrs. Elizabeth A.
swordfishing season has been a reHarrison
and
cord breaker for all those
engaged Mr. and .Mrs. James E.
Boardman.
in this work.
The crew
of the Al- with their daughter Ruth, all from
bert D. Wlllard
netted
over three
Worcester, Mass.. who have been ochundred dollars each while the crewg cupying a cottageon Summer Hill durof the other boats have done
nearly ing their first visit to the island, have
equally as well.
returned to their home city, where
Boardman
Miss Julia E. Massey closed
is
a
well-known
her Mr.
delightfully situated summer hotel, stove and furnace dealer. They have
all been greatly pleased with their
"Robinhood Inn," last week,
after
having enjoyed a season of great pros- stay at Bailey's and hope to be able
to return again next year.
perity all summer. Every room
In
the house has been taken all
The Reverend and Mrs. L. W. Atthrough
the height of the season and
up to wood and their daughter. Miss Alta
the very last day there were
several Shaw, who have been spending their
guests still staying on.
Miss Massey second season under the roof of "Red
relumed last Friday to her home
last
in Gobies" cottage here, returned
Philadelphia.
Friday to their home In South WeyA stitch lu time saves nine.
is
In- mouth. Mass.. where Mr. At wood
sure your cottage against fire
pastor of the Unlversallst church.
during
the winter at Chester L. Jordan

Portland.
Mrs. E. D. G.

Co.'s,

Conklin
and
her
Alice F. Conklin.
of
who have been spending the summer season here, left last
week after what has proved one
of

j

BAILEY

daughter, Miss
Newark, N. J.,

ISLAND TAXES FOR THE
YEAR 1911.

Resident.

Val.
$1100

Bibber. Mrs. Carrie
their most enjoyable summers.
Black, \Vm. T.
United States District Attorney J. Hiack. Edw. F.
B Vreeland tod
family, who have Crafts, Mrs. W. D.
been spending the summer at their Crafts, Geo. S.
cottage, •"Breeze-Mere." on Summer Clary. C. M.
Hill, left the island last week for their Christiansen, J.
home
in
Morriston. X. J. Judge Doughty, Clyde
Vreeland's neice and' nephew.
Miss Doughty, Jesse W.
Elizabeth Colegrew and Mr. Vreeland Doughty. David W.
Colegrew of Morristown,
who have Doughty, James S.
been visiting the greater part of the
Doughty, Geo. \V.
summer, accompanied them on their Doughty, "Frank \V.
return.
Doughty, Mary C.
Doughty, Mabel A.
Mr. Edwin Ford, who
has
been
spendinghis summer outing in a camp Estes, Kdw.
\V.
on Moosehad Lake, has
joined his Gilliam, Jerry
mother. Mrs. E. P. Ford at her sum- Griften, J. E.
mer home here.
Messrs. Stuart and Gardiner, Flora C.
Theodore Ford have gone away on a Johnson, Geo. H.
short cruise to the Gurnet and Bath, Johnson. Chas. E.
but will return In time to accompany, Johnson. Herbert F.
the rest of the family when they Johnson, Mrs. Elisha
leave next week for their home in Johnson Wm. \V.
Johnson, Claude E.
Morristown. X. J.
Walter E.
The Johnson House, under the able Johnson,

management of Mr. and Mrs. H.
F.
Johnson, has enjoyed a season of uninterrupted prosperity this year# its
beautiful location and splendid "management
having attracted
many
All through the busy part of
guests.
the season the house has been taxed
to its greatest <apa<iiy and it*
will
probably remain open till the f.rst of
October so as to give the guests a
chance to see Bailey's at its best in
the early autumn.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Potter, of Lewiston returned to the island for a few
days last week in order to close up
their summer residence "Rosemont."
before returning to their home city
for good.
Mr.

O'Xeil Twitchell of Lancaster,
N\ H., was the guest over last Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Sleeper.
Mr.
and Mrs. Sleeper also entertained for
a few days last week Mrs. Sleeper's
brother, Mr. W. H. Lyman of Poughkeepsie. X. Y., together with Mrs. Lyman and their son.
.Mr. and
Mrs.
Sleeper expect to remain at their
home, "Restablt," until the first part
of October at least, as they can never
get enough of Casco Bay.
Mr and Mrs. E. C. Gray of Boston,
who have been occupying the beautiful "lodges" cottage ever since
the
last part of May, will not leave for
their home for some little time yet,
as they expect to stay down
until
about September 20.

Mrs. A. McK. Gulliver has had wonsuccess with
her delightfully
located hotel, "The Driftwood," this
summer.
The register shows a wellfllled house from the very beginning
of the season in <he early
part of
June and there are still several guests
enjoying the beautiful September
days at this charming house.

derful

Mr. and Mrs. Giles Milton Smith,
of Cambridge, Mass.. left the Island
last Friday after having spent a very
Smith's
delightful visit with Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Sydney T. Skidmore at
Mrs. Skidher cottage "Roseledge."
who was away from the island
more
through August, will remain here till
September 21, when she leaves for
her home In Philadelphia.
Stetson's Ice cream
parlor,
situated at the entrance to Mackerel
Core wharf, Increased, If possible. Its
popularity among the young people
and
Ices
this year. The delicious
all
sherbets msde there are famous
over the bay, and after one has once
regaled oneself with one of these
It Is always
delightful confections.
hard for him to go by without entering and partaking of tome refreshment.
The trade enjoyed this summer has been unusually large, many
visitors from other Islands patronizing the establishment and the whole
season has been In every respect a
banner one.
For cottage furniture of every descilption, call In and see the stock carried by R. 8 Davis Co.. Portland.

J. O.

875
900
2300
40
850
900
25n
400
75
550
450
750
400
700
50
600
800
200
760
600
3100
750
800
600
800
Geo.
B.
1S0<>
Johnson.
Mrs.
Johnson,'
300
Elisa,
500
Johnson, Mrs. Hiram F.
Leeman, Chas. B.
500
Leeman, Mrs. Elvira J.
550
Lubee, Joseph 'H.
60"
Leempn, Elisha S.
700
Lecman, Geo. F.
700
Luh4p*»
Geo. H.'
1 C»o
Orr, Hudson B.
1000
Orr, iMary O.
975
550
Perry, Jas. A.,
Sinnett, Mrs. Herbert P. 55o
1400
Sinnett. Humphrey S.
Sinnett.* Mrs. Humphrey, 400
Sinnett, Chester,
1100
Sinnett Jennie S.
1000
Sinnett,* E. E.
1800
1000
Sinnett, Wm. H.
Sinnett, D. Perry,
1800
925
Sinnett, Mrs. Almira J.
600
Smith, Albert,
850
Thomas, Chas. S.
1200
Thomas. Ralph S.
600
Thomas, James.
Webber
Mrs. Hat tie,
350
2825
York, ill M.
1350
York, Chas. M.
600
York, Harmon L.
375
York, Ida A.

Totals,

I

48175

Non-resident.
450
Adams, Helen M.
600
Athmore. Laura J.
1890
Arms, John T.
1350
Armstrong, J. C.
1500
Blanchard. Amy J.
150
Biowne, .Martha J.
900
Browne, Emily V.
700
Bray. Frank E.
1500
BrlgRs. Edmund,
2400
Burnham, A. C.
Turner, Bonney & Pratt, 250
150
Bigelow, Alice
1200
Barker, Mary O.
120
Behrens, Fred.
650
Behrens, Fred,
180
Ftonney, Luther I.
750
Bluxome, M. C.,
1800
Lurnet, Harriet K.
100
Baldwin, H. B.
125
Colby, Grace P.
20O
( lark. Mrs. Frank P.
1000
Colton, Annie C.
900
Cross, Mrs. E. E.
700
Cain, Isaac 9.
75
Cain, W. R.
950
Hay, Ellen L. Mrs.

f'eneipy .Parkman,
D*nney, Cora B.

tEsterbrook. .Maria A.
Elrerson. Stella A.

Flint, Josephine M.
Oilman, Chas.
Could, Geo. F.
Gulliver, A. K.
Hall, Flora,
Hasell, Thos. E.
Havens. Lilian,
Jones, Julia,
Jordan. Susan (Beedy)
Johnson, J. I.
Luckey. B. F.
T^each, Oliver
Marshall. Edw.
Mann. C. R.
of New- Mason. Leander
Mr. Cornelius Tompkins
P. Rark. N. J.. Is a guest at the 9pray cot- MaOfellle.
Monroe. May
a
Is
delightful
he
where
making
tage.
Newman. Alexander,
stay of two weeks' duration. After
Cottage,
leaving Bailey's he will visit North Neslnscott.
Elisabeth H.
Windham and Sebago Lake before re- Partington',
D.
C.
Parkin*.
home
city.
turning to his
Ellsha.
Morrlstown. Pratt.
Miss Rlla Benson of
Pa ton, A. B.
N. J, who has been visiting Mr. and Potter, Ralph W.
Mr*. J. C. Armstrong at their cottage Paplneau, Caroline,
her home
on Summer Hill, returned to
Pitxrtor. E. B.
last week. 'Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong. Rowe, Frank.
new
bungalow
their
After having kept
Rogers J. 8.
leave Thanopen since early In Jane,
Robinson. L. M.

800
100
625
80O

450
750

800
2150

1250

3200

1400
1000

900
50

1700
125

850

»00

250
1500
1500
1000

700
1650

575
400
2800
1600
150
1000
300
100
4000

Tax.

$19.58
33.30*

20.89
40.94
5.05
19.02
20.80
4.45

7.12

4.34
11.90
11.01
16.25
7.12
12.46
4.42

14.13
18.13

4.01
16.53
14.13
62.19
13.35
17.24
14.75
17.69
36.84
5.34
8.90
11.90
9.79
13.68
17.87

15.46

21.69
19.14
15.02
7.79

29.70

7.12
23.47
17.80
54.18
21.81
39.94
16.47
13.68
18.13
24.36
10.68
6.23
113.37

29.44

13.68
6.69
11NS.07

Root, Elisabeth,
Root, Chas. T.
Huss. Geo. H.

3600
1675

Stokes. .Mrs. H. X.
SlmondS. F. P.
Sears. Herbert E.
cchoff, Bertha

2900

Ruckerford, Mrs. Henry,
Starr. Mary I.
Sleeper, C. W.

Seward,.

J.

Tnlman.

100
10<H>
800
100
150
900
300
8^0

Woodman. Ethel

Wright

John L.

Wells. 'Ella J.
Wheelock. Isaac.
Wescott, Reuben,
Waterhouse. D. H.

Wilbur.

Totals

F. H.

Complete Totals

Miss L. V. Carr and her mother.
Mrs. P. L. Carr
after
their pretty bungalow on
Hurricane
Ridge all summer left the Island last
week after a most delightful vacation.

occupying*

1200

Mrs. S. D.
Stetsca, Jas. G.
Streull, Mrs. A. D. F.
Skidmore. S. D.
Sklllen. Wm.
Stevens. Horace M.
Snlveley, Ida
Thorp, R. C.
Tracey. Mrs. Michael,

750

900

1500
1300
450
1200

550

125
500
275

596263 $1803.72
$144440 $2919.79

^So^farpswell^J
The

past summer at Harpswell,—*
the summer which is aow, ala*. nearly behind us. the
popularity
of
South Harpswell as a place
of
summer residence was no whit
behind that which the place has enjoyed In former years.
Several new cottages were built this spring In Hurricane Ridge and other parts of the
Neck and all the summer residences

During

were filled
throughout
the season
with visitors from many cities who
ail had already or have now become
firm lovers of Harpswell.
From the
point of numbers, then, the past year
has been in the opinion of every one,
the most prosperous that the place
has ever enjoyed and this same prosperity has held good in other ways
a* well.
For many years Harpswell
has held an unusually high reputation for the class of summer visitors
who every year come to its shores.
Men who represent the highest ideals
of American professional and businefc life have for a long time been
the proud boast of the place and this
year has proved no excepiton. From
the social side. too. the summer has
been a successful coe.
The
Auburn Colony, always the leaders
in
any form of social relaxation, again
came to the fore. Who that has once
attended one of the Saturday hops in
the Colony ball room can easily forget the night? In the latter part of
August, the big
dance of the year
was held and the spirited strains
of
the orchestra ushered in the annual
which
Colony cotillion,
proved#cven a
greater success than
usual, ov^r
eighty people partaking in the evenOn
ing's
enjoyment.
21
August
eighty-seven of the summer visitors
to Harpswell sat down to
enjoy the
delicious edibles that were served at
tbc annual Colony clam bake, which
was held at Look-Out Point and voted
by all the most enjoyable afTair they
had ever attended.
One of the big
features of the season, also, was the
baseball team.
For the first time
in many
South
years.
Harpswell
could boast of a good ball squad and
the whole place
was infected with
the baseball
fever.
Some of
the
Casco Bay and
strongest teams in
the vicinity were played and defeated
and the outlook is promising for another corking good
nine next year.
Social functions of a more private nature were held in abundance and the
"Laboratory" teas were the occasion
of as much
enjoyment in previous
years.
Muslcales, card parties, motoring trips, and the other accompaniments of a delightful summer have
come and
The
gone.
of
summer
1011 is fast drawing to a close. Every
the
of
schools
day
and colopening
call of the business
leges or the
world draws some ere of the summer
colony away but who among them
will ever_forget the
pleasant times
and merry days that are now past his-

tory?

Mr. and Mw. T^ewis H. Scott
of
Worcester .Mass.,
who have
been
season
upending their fourth
here,
will probably occupy their cottage on
Hurricane Ridge through the month
of October.
Mr. and
.Mrs. Scott
spend six months of the year here,
having come down in the middle part
of April.

Miss Ida M. Hasting* of Brooklyn,
X. Y.. who has been a guest recently of Mr. and Mra. Jordan White at
a
their cottage "Mnwood" returned
after a most
short time ago
pleasurable visit here.
and
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Teague
of
Mrs. 8. E. Pickering
Mr. and
I^ewiston Me., came down laat week
the
to occupy their cottage through
month of September.

Miss Esther White, of Bath, Me.,
wll leave next Monday for her home
after having been a guest for aome
time of her grandparenta, Mr.
an<k
Mra. Jordan White at their cottage
here.
Laat Saturday tome of the ■nmm»r
here took a motor-boat trip In
Mr. Kugtne Hcndley'e launch, "Joker/* to the New .MnuIowi Rlrer. On
returning all declared It a moat deThoae In the party
lightful trip.
ware: Mlaa Nina fltaele, Mrs. L. A.
Burr. Mlaa Oeorgle Burr. Mr. Jordan White, end Mr. Fugene Hend-

people

ley.

Mn. J. P. Thomaa, of Brookllne,
Maaa. lntenda to occupy her cottage
on Hurricane Ridge for tome time yet
At preaent
before returning home.
•Mrs. Thomaa haa aa
gueata Mlaa

Jeanette Whipple of Grand Beach,
Mlaaea Mary and Marlon
and the
Fletcher of Portland.
Mra. L. A. Burr and Mlaa Oeorgle
Burr, who fogttfcer with Mlaa Nln*
cotSteele hare been occupying a

tage here all season, will probably
remain here till late before returning
to their home in Lexlngtca. .Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan White
of
Topsham. Me., wbo hare been in
their cottage, "Linwood." since
the
first of June, will stay at Harpswell
till late in the year as la their usual

L. M, YORK
Bailey's Island,
Maine.

custom.

1600

Skidmore.

Ellsha

I

550

2700
1500
1000

Thurston. Jda
Waugh. Ida

I

400

L.

Smith, Miss Emily,
Starr,'E. J.
Smith, Xanthus,

550
200
550
1350
1900

,

Mr.

Cisco Bay*s

Leading Grocery
and

Joseph Gildersleeve, who has

been away for a short time on a business trip returned to his cottage the
"Columbia." last week, where together with his son. Mr. Nelson Gilder, sleeve, and Miss Carrie Gildersleeve,
; he will remain for a considerable
, time before returning to his home in

General Store

j

Brooklyn. X. Y.
•Mr.

and

Mrs. Fred O. Watson of
who have been occuthe
|I pying their cottage here since
first part
of
July, will return next
week to their home city, after what
has proved a
thoroughly delightful
vacation for them in every particular.

Lewlston. Me.,

For years we have had th«»
reputation of conducting the moat upto-date grocery store in the
bay. We are better prepared thia year
than ever to cater to the
trade, and at all times we will aupply you
with the beat obtainable.
Square dealing and low pricea is our motto.
Our teama are at your service.

Telephone us anytime

THE JOHNSON

|

AND

The residents of Harpswell are indeed fortunate to possess such a firstclass
establishment
as the
South
Harpswell Market conducted by Mr.
Frank L. Pinkham. The best groceries and provisions In the market ar
sold here and the past year has seen

[ an

unusually large business

done all through the summer.

BAILEY
H- F.

Open Jane

COlTACE8

Beautifully located

WOODBINE
MRS. H

most

summer

Colony.

delightful

They

home

were

in

at
Auburn
In
preceded
summer

the

Mrs. E.

B.

M. WARD <a SON
With
date

I)r. W. A. McCandless, who
has
been spending the summer at
his
In
the
Auburn
cottage
Colony, left
thr island last week and returned to
hia home In Westminster
Place, St.
Louis.

BAILEY ISLAND. MAINE

8

new

up-to-

workshop

here

ontbe inland wecan

you

save

money if

you will trade with

PLUMBING
CONTRACTORS

Hom«'office. North

Sebago,

Ve.

Why

Dr. and
Mrs. David 'Parker
of
who have been
Auburndale, Mass.,
spending; the summer at their cottage here left this week for California where they will spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah G. Bridge of
Ronton will probably continue to occupy their cottage here for a considerable time yet so as to enjoy Harpswell at its most beautiful time.—in
the early fall.
One of the finest
stores
around
thes<» parts is that which
has been
conducted during the past summer
by Dunn Brothers at West Harpsweil.
Groceries and provisions of the very
best variety are kept there and the
Lovell and Covel's Reputation Chocolates which are
on sale
here have
been in great demand by the summer
residents.

application.

The moat delightful and exclusive spot on
the itltnd. Situated on the east end in full view
of the ocean.
Beautiful pine grove* and walks
around the house
The house is modern in every
respect, toilets, baths ard sew*ra*eRates and circulars on application.
Long distance telephone in house. Open June
IS to Sept. IS.

been
occupying the "Inglenook" cottage returned last week to their home after
parsing a most
delightful summer
here.

Mrs. H. F. Hubbard and Miss Dorothy Hubbard will stay at their cottage here through this month at any
rate and probably for some time
In
before returning
October,
to their
home in St. Louis. Mo.

SINNETT. Proprietor

BAILEY ISLAND.

who have

not lay in your
supply of
summer furniture for next year now?
We have some great bargains.
R.
S. I>avis Co., Portland.
Adv.

Cottages

Miss J. E. Mattey, Prop.

Pendlebury and family

Philadelphia,

S.

and circulars on

their departure by Mrs. Baxter, ahd
the Misses Clara and Helen Baxter,
who left the first part of last week.
of

1.

south

accommodations forsixtv guests. Tbe
cb»ubers are large and have ocean
view. Table supplied witb tbe best on
tbe market.
Birthing, boating and
Ashing. Open until October 1. Rates

Mr. and Mrs. Lowell,
who have
been occupying Mrs. Carrie Bibber's

a

the

Bailey Island, are.
Tbe popular boarding-bouse on this
part of tbe Island, witb unsurpassed

James Ellis Humphrey of Boston. Mass., who with her sister. Miss
A. L. Read, has been
occupying their
charming summer home here since
the first week in May, will
stay as
late as she came early, as she
and
Miss Read will not return till
the
end of the month.

their

October

to

near

Boatbuilder. Carpenter
Work a Specialty.
Repairing Promptly Done.

.Mrs.

ing

15

HI?
r. Jnhncnn
joonson,

Mr. Reuben Ericcson. who has been
working as an assistant to Dr. J. S.
Kingsley in the laboratory here, will
probably remain at Harpswell for
some little time yet.
Mr. Ericcson.
who graduated from
Knox
College
this year, wll enter the John Hopkins
Medical School in the fall.

Mr. E. W. Baxter and .Mr. Frank
Baxter returned this week to their
home in Quincy, Mass.. after spend-

MAINE

end of the
Island near Little Harbor.
The Johnson and cottare* contain thirty rooms, all pleasant and
airy.
Bathroom and Separate toilet on record
Table
floor.
tupplied with best the market afforJs. Sea food a
specialty. Fresh milk. eggs. poultry and vegetables
raised on the premises. Bathing.
Boating and Fish*
ing. Bates on application.

being"

cottage through the summer, returned last
week to their home In
St.
Ix>uis.
Mr. Lowell is a prominent
artist and Illustrator, and his work is
well known both In this country and
abroad.

ISLAND.

Johnson, Proprietor

Contractors

the Water

for

Supply

Outfits.
Windmill*, Tanks,
Pumps. Pipe Fittine, wc. Cottage
plumbing a spec*

laity.

Expert

workmen.

OUTLOOK COTTAGE
Bailey Island, Me. JSSi I".*
Mrs.

Walter

E.

Johnson,

Prop.

3plendid location, overlooking north and south
shore*. Excellent table. Fine chambers. Accommodate# 50.
Long distance telephone. Rate* on
application. Open June IS to September 15.

DRIFTWOOD

ON
8EA
CLIFF, OCEAN 8IDE.
Ihorougbly good table and comforts
able rooms overlooking surf.
New dining-room seats 60.
Open to Oct.
Winter address Nov. to May 25.
Ottarl R. D. No. 1,
Asheville, N. C.

Bailey Island, Me.
Mrs. A. Mck. Gulliver.

SEASIDE COTTAGE

STiVW

Summer boarders accommodated.
Fine large chambers and
excellent table. Open June 25 to October 1. Rates on
applica>
tion. Transients accommodated. Dinners a specialty.

STETSON'S ICE CREAM PARLOR

Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Packard, who
H.
together with Mr. and .Mrs. F.
Packard have
been occupying
the
"Frascate" cottage for the entire sum-

This is the place to get delicious ice cream, the best
possible to
make. We also deliver in bricks by
quart or gallon. Our candy
mer season, left last week for their
department is unequalled. Stetson's famous caramels made daily
homes In Lewlston, Me., where Mr. on the
premises. Box Candies, Fruit, Soda, Souvenir Goods, Postal
C. F. Packard Is general superintendetc.
Cards,
Agents for Magazines. Papers, etc. Our circulating
ent of the Lewlaton Cotton Mills.
contains the latest books
only 2 cents a day.
Professor and Mrs. Leonard Wil- library
—

JAMES G. STETSON

liams. of Cambridge. Mass who with
their two children. Mary and Franklin W. /Williams, and Dr. Williams'
mother have been spending the summer months In "8olid Comfort" cottage

CHARLES S.

left the island on Monday.
Dr. and
Mrs. Williams will
make a
trip
through Montreal and Quebec before
home.
<Dr.
returning
Williams,
who Is an Instructor in comparative
Harvard University
anatomy in the
Medical School, has been working this
summer In the Tufts College Tabors-,
tory where he has been carrying on
experiments with guinea pigs.
Mrs. Irving J. Whitney, who haa
been staying through the summer at
the Strout House, returns shortly to
the
her home In I^ewlston, Me., for
winter.
Mr*. Carrie Bibber hut returned to
after having been
her home here
away daring tbe sammer month* at

Bailer Island.
Dr. and Mm. J. S. Klng*ley, and
Miaa Mary Klngaley, who have been,
■pending the entire lummer at their
Laboratory Point, will
cottage on
leave

on

September

(Contlnoed

FOR

on

18

for

their

Page 7.)

SALE.

On Bailey Itlantf, Maine, •oosa of
tbe flneet cottage Iota, with shore
privilege*. Prlee* low considering
tbe location offered.
MRS. CARRIE h. BIBBER,
Booth Harp*well, Maine.

-

Bailey Island.

THOMAS}

All work in our line, and satisfaction guaranteed to all. Jobbing a

specialty.

Estimates on

Personal

supervision

Expert

estate
BAGGAGE EXPRESSING
LIVERY. TEAMING AND

C
S.*

C

application.
all work.

of

workmen. Telephone.
and land for sale.

I CC

fT\
1

Q

fti

Real

CARRIAGES TO
MEET ALL BOATS

I/1 J1

Loave orders at your hotel or boarding place for
ZiSnDMAX'S mXPRBM
Talaphono Connection
BUILDEB

Daalgnar

Balloy'a l«lan<«,

DAVID P. SINNETT

Mo.

*MZ£iAn

and bnlldar of tba Caaco

Bay Hampton motor and plaaaare boata,
In fact, craft a of all klnda mada to ordar. Private wharf at Mackarel
Cove, wbara boata can b« blrad by tba boor, day or woak. Aganta for
angloaa of all klnda. Cyllndar oil and aoppllaa for aala.
—

M LiTTLt QREffl SHOP
SovTnln, Nor*ltl««, Etc.

SappllM.

Etc.

Annt for EMtau Kodiki,
it abort notion.

Developing

Fancy Groceries DEATH BEFORE 100

In fact

YEARS IS SUICIDE

everything

to please the appetite can b e found at
Our quality is the best in the market

our two stores.

R.

H.

Great

CLEAVES

Prof. Munyon Says Ignorance
of Laws of Health Explains
Early End of Life.

Chebeague, Me.

Twi Stares-Near tfci Pastaffica and Haailtia's

Landiag

A. E. PINKHAM
SO.

NOTED SCIENTIST HAS

ENCOURAGING WORD

HARPSWELL, MAINE.

FOR DESPONDENT
MEN AND WOMEN

Stables at Merriconeag House,Auburn ColonyOcean View
The finest livery, boarding and salea stables In Caaco Ba>. Our
three stables are equipped to handle all the business of this place
and we are prepared to furnish teams with careful drivers at
any
hour of the day or night. Expressing and moving of all kinda receive prompt and careful attention. Have all your baggage checked
In care of A. E. Plnkham, South Harpswell, Maine.

a. m.,
5
7.90 to 10.10 p. m.
dally
vate acssion 9 to 10.3) a. m., 5 to 7J0 and 10.15 to 12 p. m.

LARGEST Skating Surface in New
=BEST OF nU5IC=

Also pri-

England

w. S. CKANPALU Manager.

CHADWICK ROOMS

ANTIDOTE FOR EACH RECIPE

411 ConfTM* Bt
T«L 1!M1
Bttaa Mo—75c p«r day. $1 to IS pt WMk.
In
form.
rood
Kept
▲ minutes walk to all car Unas.

What the Author of a Cook Book
Found on the Marglna Left
for Notes.

J. L. TAYLOR

The woman waa the author of a
cook book that has been published at
her request with wide margins anu

GREENWOOD GARDEN, PEAK8
ISLAND.
opened a first class Ice cream
parlor with a full line of Confection-

Has

Cigars, at the Head or tfte
Midway. Branch stand in tbe new
Hall, where cool drinks and

ery and
Dance

lco

will

cream

be

served.

DR.W.L. FOSTER

Dentist

"No," she said curtly; "they didn't
amount to anything."
When he got a chance he looked
through the book himself. Every note
the book contained was a remedy for

478| CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND, ME.
OPPOSITE

PREBLE

dyspepsia

HOUSE

HOME_

CLEAN

Our Prices for Cleansing
are much lower than
the same quality of work in
the big cities.

Clothing

FOSTER'S

Oak

DYE

HOUSE

tired/

she

I came to
it.*"

DAY'S SPA
on
the Beach.
Open
day and Evening. Always cool
on hottest days.

Right

the sermon goes back almost two centuries.
Thomas Fairchlid, a Hoxton

gardener,

S. Sc. H. Ice Cream. Soda

All kinds of High Grad* Candies,
etc.

Delicious Pop Corn Fritters

MRS. L. W. SOUTHARD

.SfcHk

Prop.
table, comfortable roomi,
cool. ahady location right on the shore
facing finest view In Casoo Bay.
Rates on application.
Table boardors accommodated.
F1 rat-class

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Maine
Central

in effect sept, n
Trains leave Portl nd

Bahooag

'of

and Danville Junction (Poland

Spring*)

1.25 a. m. flau. m
except Monday,
m.. *30 a. tn.. 11.rr. am.. 1 no
p. (it. 4.SO and 7. lO p. m
Sundays, 1 25
« 20 and 7.00 a. m, 0 10 p. m
m
For Ksngeley l.skes, 7.40 a. m
1.10 p. m.

7 40
a

aifj

a.

Sunday*, 7.«l a. m.
For Moo*ehead Lake,
Monday, II Oft a. m.
For Rockland. I 20

(Daily), 12..Vt
For Bangor.

day.

For

m

a

wi.,

a. m.

Mon-

130

a.

m

m.

m

(Daily), <120

Day Excursions
From Portland

Can he made, taking in the Son go River trip
to the White Mountains; to Poland Spring.
Hath. Boothbay and many other points and
on Sundaya to the White Momtains, MooseIkvJ snd the Rangeley t.akr*
For further parttcular*. lolders. guide books
and other literature, call on
H. D WALDRO*.
General Pa«senger Agent.
_,

Telephone 104.

Advocates Silence.
Silence Is the element In which
great things fashion themselves together, that at
length
they
may
emerge full formed and majeatlc, Into
the daylight of Ufe, which they are
henceforth to rale.
•
AH the
considerable men I have known forebore to babble of what th*y were
creating and projecting. Nay. In thy
own perplexities, do thou thyself but
hold thy tongue for one day; on the
morrow
how mirch clearer are thy
purpoaea and duties; what wreck and
rubbish have theae mute workmen
within thee awept away when Intra
slve noise* were shut out.—Maurlcc

Maeterlinck.

am

11 00 p.

m, daily except Monday. 11 it* am. and
12 4ft p. m
and on Sunday* at 12 SO p. m.
For Maritime Province*. 11 014 a m
11.00
p. m. (Saturday* excepted).
For th« White Mountains. >0* a. m..
1.2a p m., I.nt p. m.
For Montresl and Qt»rhee, ©06 a m
and
for Montreal f.N p. m.

a

died
in
1729, bequeathed a sum of money for the purpose of paying a preacher to deliver
a lecture in the church "In the afternoon of Tuesday In
Whitsun
every
week."
The lecture must be one of
the two
"The
following subjects:
Wonderful Works of God In Creation"
or "The Certainty of the Resurrection
of the Dead, as Evidenced by Changes
In the Animal and Vegetable Parts of
the Creation."
The lecture was first
presched In 1730 snd has been delivered annually ever since.
who

(Daily), 1241 p.m., and

and at
onlv at 12 50 p

Harbor,

except

(Daily), 7.00

m

Augusta

Sunday*

Bar

20

m, 4.46 p. m
#» t. m
daily except
m., via
l.ewiston: 120
p

11.<C» a.
< Daily), 7.00 a.
J 20 p. m., tis

(Daily).

a

6

'that whenever
I lay down and slept on

Portland.

contempt."

Preaches Annual Sermon.
What is known locally
as
"The
Vegetable Sermon" was given recently by the bishop of Stepney, England.
In Shoreditch church.
The origin of

LONG ISLAND

WANNELAKI LODGE

The cowboys like the idea.
"The old ranchers are sore and ill
conceal their hostility.
They declare
the pictures only make onery cowboys
and give easterners
wrong ideas of
life in the cattle country.
"As a matter of fact, they say, riding bucking horses is but a small part
of a cowboy's life.
As for the traditional western
where
drama,
the
rancher's daughter marries the heroic cowboy who foils the traditional
'gun fighter' of the frontier, the dwellers of the range
country have only

TROUBLE WA8 OUT.

explained,

one

Maine.

Good Use for Old Wire flops.
Old wire rope la used In certain
French mlnea for reinforcing old tlm
here, especially the cap pieces of s*ta.
The old rope la at retched longitudinal
ly around the timber, the enda being
held fast between the roof and th<
top of ths cap piece so they canno*
When a timber starts to bend
slip.
under the weight of the roof part of
the tenaion Is taken up by the wire
cable, enabling a miner to put In ad
dltlonal supports before a fall occurs
The enda of the cap pieces are tspered
and grooved deep enough to receive
the rope and prevent sny part of It

projecting beyond

ths

of ths timber pieces.

bearing

ends

It Is cruel to constantly remind children of their deflclenclea or
peculiarities, according to Orison Swett Marden In Success Magazine.
Sensitive
children are often seriously Injured by
the suggestion of Inferiority snd defects are exaggerated which
might have
been entirely overcome.
This ever^
lasting harping against the bad does
not help the child half as much as
keeping Its mind full of the good, the
beautiful and the true. The constant
love suggestion, purity
suggestion, nobility suggestion, will so permeste the
life sfter a while that there will be
nothing to attract the opposite. It
will be so full of
sunshine, so full of
beauty and love, that there will be lit'tie place for their opposltes.
The child's self-confidence should be
buttressed, braced, encouraged
In
every possible way: not that he should
be taught to overestimate his
ability
and his possibilities, but the
Idea that
he Is God's child, that he is heir to sn
infinite Inheritance, magnificent
possibilities, should be Instilled Into the

South

Harpswell, Mo.

Situated
In one of tha
beautiful and alfhtly
■pots of Cmco Bar.
Noted
for
Its
excellent
table and sea-food.
most

BOATING, BATHING. FISHING,

ItMBir landing 45 Seconds from hotel.
CASOO BAY AND HAJIPSWBLL. STEAMJ5K5 from PORTLAND

Telegtaph

SHORE DINNERS

Telephone

FREDERICK A. PIERCE, Prop.

Littlefield & Co.

GROCERS

109-111 COMMERCIAL STREET
PORTLAND, ME.
Head of Steamboat Wharf

Wholesale and
retail
Groceries,
Meats and Provisions. Just notice our
vegetable and fruit display. We are
headquarters to supply hotels, cottages. schooners and yachting parties.
Our stock is the best obtainable and
our prices are right. Island
patronage
solicited and prompt
as*
delivery
sured.

Casco Bay
House
CHARLES E.CUSHING

Prop.

LONG ISLAND
MAINE
Leading hotel on the Island. Finest view of Casco Bay possible. Pine groves alongside the house where rockers and
hammocks
are for the use of guests. Beet of
bathing, boating and
fishing
privileges. Clam Bake house accommodates 500 guests with dancing privileges. Open June 15 to Sept. 15. Rates and circulars on
application. Accommodates 100 Fine steamboat service. Only
twenty
minutes' sail from Portland.

NEW GRANITE
SPRING HOTEL

HoTjse reconstructed
Large chamthe best In
Bay. Bath-room
where the guests can
enjoy a salt water
bath.
Excellent table with the beet of
everything.
Shore
dinners served dally.
Special attention given
to organizations,
etc.
I^trge
piazza,
HO feet long. Bowling
and
pool
In
hoteL
Open June 15 to SepIn
bers
Casco

Ponce's Landing,
Long Island, Me.
E.

PONCE, Prop.
RATES ON APPLICATION

ac

Miss Millie, I can say
I have been burning
to ask you for some time."
"What is it? What is Itr
last.

something that

"Has your cousin
money to marry on?"

Erna

enough

DISTRESSING CASE OF HIVES
**I retired

sleeping
ened by

a

one
evening
couple of hours

and after
was

awak-

The

burning sensation all over
part of my body.
It was
Just simply terrible and made It impossible for me to sleep the rest of
that night, so 1 bad to sit
up all night
changing my position every couple of
minutes.
As the hours went by It
grew worse snd soon I started to
scrstch myself.
When daylight arrived I saw that my
body was covered
with large red marks about an Inch
or two apart.
My face was also afa

the upper

South

Harpswell, Me.

LESLIE

LIGHTFOOT,

Proprietor
15

men

by

Gaseo

and

IfArpewell
from Portland,

boats

IS miles by autofrom
Bruns-

and

mobile
wick.

An Ideal resort and
the home of the tour-

two-months' trip on the road:
"What are you going to do with all
th)% personal truck that is cluttering
up your room?
It will cost you any

ist. with every attraction.

how a dollar a month for
storage."
"Not the way I am working
things,'
ssld the man who was going
away
"I have purposely
refrained
from

Open air pavilion on
the lawn. Shore Dinner*

dally.

ATLAS SEUR-ON EYEGLASSES
—The Best in tbe Wcrld

Food*.

White bread la fattening because we
rarely dlgeat It completely. Starchy
foods are quite unaffected bjr the
gastric Julcea which dlgeat the meata.
fected. I went to see a doctor. He Their dlgeatlve fermenta are obtained
told me that I must have eaten some- chiefly from the aallva In the mouth
which therefore ahould be
thoroughly
thing poisonous, and I had the hives.
mouthful
before
He prescribed a medicine snd also mixed with each
swallowing. But white bread la so aoft
gave me some ointment.
and lacking in substance that we un
"As the days went
by I steadily consciously swallow It
long before It
grew worif, the marks changing from
has had a fair chance to become
sufone part of my
body to another. The ficiently fermented with
the digestive
medicine and ointment were of do
saliva.
The reault la delayed dlgeause.
One evening by cbance looking
tlon (If dlgeatlon takea
place at all),
over the papers 1 saw
the Cutlcara and at the beat
the starch la very apt
Remedlea advertised. 1 Immediately to be
converted Into disfiguring, un
procured some Cutlcurm Ointment and
wanted and unhealtbful fat.
It
to
applied
my body. It teemed to
esse my skin right
awsy. I kept on
using the Cutlcura Ointment for a
Inadequate.
week and can aay that It
The American tourist In
certainly was
France
the finest preparation I bsd ever used.
clapped hla boatman guide on tf»e
It completely cored me, and I have not shoulder
and
evcltedly pointed to
been troubled since." (Signed) Wilwhere, a few yarda away, several flahliam Waterman, 129 E 10*th 8t. Sew ermen were
tugging at thHr llnea and
York City, Dec. S. 1910.
Although making a aplendld haul from the aea.
Cutlcura Soap snd Ointment are eolJ
"What are they catching?" asked
by druggists and dealers everywhere, the American eagerly.
a sample of
each, with 22 page book
"Flehl" waa the prompt reply.
will be mailed free on
application tc
"Cutlcura," Dept. 23 K, Boston.
Uncertain.
A feeling of superiority Is about all
81—Did the cyclone that hit you laat
the satlsfsctlon some people get out week hurt your house much?
of being good.
HI—Ounnol I ain't found It yet.

miles

Bay

young sprig of boarding house gentility to another who expected to seek
new quarters upon his return from a

Fattening

15.

OCEAN VIEW HOTEL.
HARRY

paying board for four weeks and tht
landlady will hold my stuff.
Ol
course I shall square up when I come
back and get It again, and In ths
meantime she will give it free storage."

—

tember

In Hock.
with meagre salaries
evolve financial makeshifts abhorrent
to the moral and physical sensibilities
of their opulent elders.
Said one

Young

BOWLING. MOTOR*
ING, LIVERY.

Tourists should avail themselves of tbis the most delightful trip In Casco Bar,
the beauties of which ut
seen by no other route.

INFLUENCE OF SALT WATER

here. A certain woman who lives not
'ar from Eighteenth avenue started to
make three beds one morning at nine
o'clock. At seven o'clock that night
«he had not yet made the third. 'The
beds looked so Inviting and I was so

St.. PORTLAND

Cigars,

and stomach trouble.

This Is Slumber Land.
Here is a story about the soothing
quality of Flatbush
the
air, says
Brooklyn Eagle. Newcomers to Flatbush notice first of all that they don't
term able to get Bleep enough.
At
first they have an idea that perhaps
H's the malaria, but it is only the
heavy sea air which induces slumber.
A new resident in
Flatbush
asked
<ome friends of his in the district if
the experience was a common one.
"Oh, yes," was the reply, "that is
the case with everybody who moves

Telephone 2174-11

GO

occasional blank pages for notes and
additional recipes. Often she had expressed a wish to see an old copy of
the book and find out to what use the
blank spaces had been put. One daj
In a second-hand book store her bus
oand unearthed an old volume.
Noticing that it had been annotated freely. he bought it. After a day or two
lie said:
"How about the notes in that cook
took? Were they interesting?"

THE MERRICONEAG

Constant Reminder of Its Deficiencies
or Peculiarities Is Cruel
and
Often Harmful.

"Death before 100 year* of age
bu
been reached Is nothing more or less
then slow suicide.
A men (or woman)
who dlee at an earlier
age la simply Ignorant of the laws of health."
8uch was
the
and
rather
original
startling statement made by Professor
James M. Munyon. the famous PhUadelhealth authority, who is establishng health headquarters in all the largs
cities of the world for the purpose of getting In direct touch with his thousands
of converts.
Professor Munyon is a living embodi- very marrow of his being.
ment of the cheerful creed he
preaches.
Virile, well poised, active and energetic,
be looks as though he would easily attain the century age limit which he declares is the normal one. He said:
"I want the people of the world to
It Induces Some to
know my opinions on the subject
of
Drink, Others to
health, which are the fruit of a life-time
Be Profane, and Others to Tell
devoted to healing the
sick, people of
America. There isn't a building in this
Falsehoods.
city big enough to house the
people In
this State alone who have found
health j
When riding on the harbor steamthrough my methods. Before 1 get
through there won't be a building big boats
use your ears.
Then you
will
enough to house my cured patients In
not need your eyes nor your brains.
this city alone.
By
"I want, most of all. to talk to the sick
paying heed to the intentionally audipeople—the
the
Invalids.
discouraged
ble remarks of your
ones, the victims of nerve-wearing, bodyneighbor it will
racking diseases and ailments—for these be
possible to pick up more inaccurate
are the ones to whom the message of
hope which I bear will bring the great- information than in any other
place in
est blessing.
the city. The deck of a ferry or the
"A want to talk to the
rheumatics, the
sufferers from atom&ch trouble, the ones rail of a steamer acts
curiously on the
afflicted with that noxious disease, catarrh.
I want to tell my story to th« human mind. If it does not know, it
women who
have become chronic In- will risk a guess, and the wilder the
valids as a result of nervous troubles.
I guess the more
want to talk to the men who are 'all run
willingly risked.
down.' whose health has been broken by
It Is well known that salt water acts
overwork, improper diet, late hours and
In freakish vays on the
other causes, and who feel the
conscience. To
creeping
clutch of serious, chronic Illness.
some It brings an
overwhelming Im"To these people I bring a story of
hope. I can give them a promise of bet- pulse to gee drunk; to others It brings
ter things.
I want to astonish them by a disposition to the freeest
use of proshowing the record of cures performed
fanlty; at>d still others, who would
through my new system of treatment.
"I have taken the best of the ideas
never thikk of fibbing from
the winfrom all schools and embodied th»»m in
dows of a railroad train (dear old
a new system of treatments
genindividually
adapted to each particular case. I have tlemen, and Innocent
young girls), the
no 'cure alls.' but my present method of
instant
off
from the wharf bethey put
attacking disease Is the very best thought
of modern science. The success which I gin to tell the most
shocking whophave had with these treatments In this
city and all over America proves Its effi- pers.—Boston Transcript.
Old
methods must give away to
cacy.
new medical science moves. I know what
my remedies are
doing for humanity
Pictures Spoil Cowboy.
everywhere. I know what they will do
for the people of this
city. I^et me prove
"Oregon ranchmen have a brand
my statements—that's all I ask."
The continuous stream of callers and new plaint; it is that the moving picmall that comes to Professor James M.
ture show 1* spoiling the cowboy/'
Munyon at his laboratories. Fifty-third
and Jefferson streets. Philadelphia. Pa., said a westerner.
keeps Dr. Munyon and his enormous
"Film makers demand their servcorps of expert physicians busy.
Professor Munyon makes no charge for ices and pay them handsomely for ridconsultation or medical advice: not a ing
bucking horses In front of the
penny to pay. Ad<lre*»' Prof. J. M. Munyon. Munyon's laboratories.
Fifty-third moving picture camera or for taking
and Jefferson streets, Philadelphia. Pa.
J part In an alleged 'western drama.'

fihla

MAJESTIC SKATING RINK, M
Three sessions
10 30 to 12
2 to and

HURTS THE SENSITIVE CHILD

—

N. T.

Are Sold

Worthley,

Maine's

fohurjHtrOn j
**^gla39B3^*

Coupons Free

to Patrcns

Low Prices for July and

Brown

s

Only by

Jr.

Leading Optician

478. congress street
Over

Krr*(jr'» 5 and 10c S<oie

We Grind Our Own Lenses
Carfare Rebates
August

Family Dining Room

Ail ideal, up-to-date cafe,
where nothing bat the
best is served to our patrons. Quick service is
our
are

tag

motto, and oar prices
right Separate din.
room

for ladies and

escorts.
74

74 {ExelMMtfl* St.
Oppoalt# Poatofllc*

DECIDED NOT TO OIE
Poet

Largest Summer Resort Journal in New England
Published Every

Thursday Afternoon

Office, 92

Exchange 8treet,

5, Portland

Room

TERMS
Ob* Y*ar, $1.00; Summer Season, 50c; Single
Copy, 5c
ADVERTISING

fl_M

RATES

p«r !ncn first week; additional insertions at reduced rates. Reading
Notices. 15c per line. A postal brings our advertising man.

▲ivertlsers desiring changes must se nd in copy on or before Monday
preceding day of publication to insure In sertion.
Note—Hotels and Boarding Houses In the Bay contracting for four or more
toches of space per issue for displayed advertising, have the
privilege of
weekly insertion of guests' names under the classification of Register of
Touris*^ free of charge.

THURSDAY. SEPT. 14.

BETTER ACCOMMODATIONS
NEEDED.

MINIATURE ALMANAC

Week of Sept. 14 to Sept. 20.
Sun
Length
High Tide
Day Rises Sets of Day Morn.
14

5.22
5.23

•15

5.58

18

12.36
12.33
12.30

5.56
5.54

5.24
5.26
5.27
5.28

16
17

2.48
3.18
4.48
6.03

12.27

.553

5.51

Summer

season

ber

Those pesky mosquitoes
again, but what care we?

to a close.
are

back

Blackberries are ripe and berrying
parties are all the rage.
Sort of
sounds good, doesn't it?
All subscribers who wish to change
the address of their
should
paper
notify us of tbe fact at once.

Deep-sea Ashing

is

still

It wold be hard to find a
ant way of spending the
this.

good and
more pleastime

than

While most of the summer hotels
have practically finished their season, there are several which will stay
open till late in the month of September.

It would certainly pay some of the
people who are now returning from further up the state to stop
over a day In Portland i.nd make the
trip down the bay lor it is now at Its
best.

summer

September

is always one of the
prettiest months of the year here and
It is certainly a pity that more
people do not stay to enjoy it. The exhilarating days and cool nights make
life simply wonderful and the moonlight nights linger long in the memory of one who has felt the indescribable bewitchery of their spell.

While many steps forward have
been taken this year by the societies
which have been instituted upon the
various islands to better the conditions there, there is still
plenty of
work to do.
The improvement societies on Bailey's, Cliff and Bustin's
have done noble work so far and
the results of their labors are fast

becoming

apparent.

It is certainly an encouraging sign
of the progress that is being made
upon the islands in the bay that the
public libraries which have been In
stituted at some of the islands have
had such great success, not
only
among the

summer

the winter residents.

and the work of

but also among
At Bailey isl-

starting a handsome
library building has already been
begun and the library committee at

new

Cliff Island also have plans for the
further development of the Institution
there.

A SUCCESSFUL SEASON.

This

l«sne of THE BREEZE will
end what has been In all respects the
most successful and
satisfactory year
that the paper has ever enjoyed. The
paper has experienced a gain In circulation which was even greater than
was expected.
On all the Islands the
•ales have been climbing to flgurea

before approached, and far In
advance of any previous year.
We
appreciate deeply the great amount
of advertising that has been given to
us this year by both the Island and
Portland merchants.
The
Portland
merchants are every year becoming
more and more aware of the fact
that
here In Caaco Bay there la a grand
Held for a hustling newapaper. and
their appreciation of thia fact
has
been clearly demonstrated
the
by
Portland advertising we have carried this year.
While thla la the laat
Issue of the aummer edition, the winter number*, which are published once
a month, will aa usual be
continued,
making the first appearance on the
last Thursday In October.
Ho great
never

auccesa. however, has attended the
paper this year and so unlimited la
the field In Casoo Bay, that there la
every likelihood that next
Breeze will carry twelve

newa

instead of eight a*

year The
pagea of

heretofore.

Every year that the paper haa
more
and
published,
more

been
Arm

friends have been made among the
realdents of Caaco Bay. both aummer
and winter and to them and all thoae
who have helped ua In obtaining newa
we extend our hearty thanks and beat
wishes for a happy winter.

pass

by

and

brings an increasing
of city dwellers to spend

vacations

8.18
9.18

drawing

the years

As

summer

7.03

12.24
19
5.49
12.21
20
5.29
5.47
12.18
•Moon in last quarter.

1911.

every
num-

their

Casco

Bay, it becomes
more and more clear and
apparent
to anyone
looking at the matter
that
closely
accommodations
(or
these visitors to our bay are none
too good, and that it is high time (or
hotels to be built o( a type such as
those in the mountains and the larger seaside resorts to
take the place
of the country boarding-bouse.
The
better class o( summer visitor wants
a place with
modern improvements
in which to spend his
vacation, and if
he is not satisfied he
quickly goes
elsewhere. Large houses with spacious
lobbies, electric lighting systems,
hot and cold water in
every room,
steam heat and other modern
improvements are not only practicable
here but are becoming a real necessity i( we want to increase the reputation o( the bay as a summer resort.
Too many o( the houses here,
also, do very little for the amusement
at

With

Supposed to Be on His Deathbed,
Joaquin Millar Says Hs Will
Livs to Flnlah Llfa Record Voluma.

Prom June to September and on the Lat>t "lhur.-day in Each Month
from Otober to May.

CROWLEY & LUNT, Editors and Publishers

Declines to c *t
Work Unfinishd.

San

Francisco.—Joaquin

poet of the

MUler. tha

Slerraa, alta once mors on
the doorstep of hla cabin on
Tha
Hlghta, hia wild, mountain eatate
across the bar from which he
overlooks San Francisco and tha Golden
Gate, and to name which he coined

a new-spelled word.
To aee and talk
with him today make a the statement
that be la a septuagenarian and was
pronounced but recently afflicted with
an incurable Ulneaa
seem Impossible.
For Joaquin Miller today la
every
whit aa much "the grand old man of
the mountains" as he waa
twenty
years ago, when he earned the
appellation from Queen Victoria on his
one and only visit to
England.
"Why I Decided Not to Die" might
well be the title of an additional
volume to the set of the six
which the
poet has been spending the last three
years in preparing.
For his own tale
of his fight with
death, as he told it
to a reporter recently. Is
altogether
aa
romantic and aa virile
in
Its
significance as anything this clvlllxatlon-hatlng writer ever penned.
"The Hlghta" la about aa acceaalble as Mount McKlnley.
Its aacent
involves toiling up an almost
precipitous trail which wlnda about
the mountain for a full three miles from
tfee
end of the car line below.
Joaquin
(no one who ever met him could call
him Mr. Miller) haa no love for visitors, particularly
eastern
tourists
who consider "The Hights" in the
same claas as Golden Gate
Park and

Chinatown,

and

who

Invariably

at-

tempt to make the trip. At numerous
points along the trail are rudely let-

craves

ior

more

something

more

girls
laked why ahe got along ao
easily, remarked: "Well, ! aoon learned a few
essential things snd I never have
any
trouble. It is a mlstske to travel In
one's own hair. It
alwsya gets crum
pled and straggling In the aalt air, and
ao I always wear a few
pin curls In the
dsy and keep my own hair freah for
tha evening. Further mora, I
always
make It a point to tip tha stewardess
whan I start on a voyage."

seemed to snap in my back and I (ell
to the ground helpless. I was carried
to my bed all In a
heap.
At first I thought I was
but
paralysed,
later
knew it was kidney
trouble. An awful nan*
■ea came over me, and
the dull ache through
my back caused sufferIns such as I had never experienced.
Doan's Kidney Pills strengthened
my
kidneys, rid me of the terrible pains,
and In a few days I was a well man.
Although past seventy, I am strong
and vigorous."
"When Tour Back is Lame, Remember the Name—DOAN'S."
For sale by druggists and
general
storekeepers everywhere.
Price 60a.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. T.

R. E. Henderson & Co.
Forestry Tree Pruning, Spraying ui Insect Work. We are the
largest concern doing our line of work and can refer the trade to
hundreds of

satisfied patrons. Wo would be pleased te hare ear
representative call upon you and give you an estimate
to do yeur work.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Exper workmen and the latest
derloee
used.
Mr. Henderson will be at the Portland
office the 15th and ICth
of #*ach month for
consultation.
Local representative always ea
hand.

Maine Office, 92 Exchange St., Room 5
PORTLAND
HOME OFFICE, BEVERLT, MASS.

Season of

1911, June

His Future Expenditures.
Among the most frequent requests
that go to the United States senate
are those asking
some
prominent
member to give money to charity or-

ganisations, hospitals and other philanthropic undertakings. One day a
charity worker asked Senator Flint
of

California,

who Is not a wealthy
man, to give a large sum of money
for a free ward In one of the hoe-

to Oct.

crest of the slope chosen by
everyone as an Ideal location. Overocean and the restful lsl and
scenery of field and wood. No bet*
ter spot for complete rest and
recreation. Table and

un toe

looking the

Accommodates,

pltsls.

service
with cottage, 75 guests. Rates
reasonable.
MRS. CLINTON M.

first-class*.

HAMILTON, Proprietor.

"I sm sorry that I cannot comply
with your request," said the senator
gravely; "but, judging from the number of similar demands that have been
made upon me In the past, I have decided that I can promote a greater
charity. The vast amount of money
spent on hospitals In this town coo
vlnces me that thousands of
peopltare going to die and be burled with
out flowers. Hereafter, I shall devote

Rockmere House
and

Collages

Littlejohn's Island, Maine
G.

H.

HAMILTON, Prop.

Right on the shore, wltb
100-ft. elevation. Set in sprue*
grove. Accommodates 100. Bxcellent cuisine. Dally mails.
Open until October 1. Rate*
on application.

my spare money exclusively to send
lng flowers to the dead."—The Sun-

day Magazine.

Mrs. Browning.
Apropos of the jubilee of the death
of Mrs. Browning. It is not
generally

longer—the

most perfect expres
her love to me within my
knowledge of her. Always smiling and
with a face like a girl's;
and
In a
few minutes she died In my arms, her
head on my cheek.
There was
no lingering or acute
pain, nor consciousness of separation.
God took
her to himself as you would lift a
sleeping child from a dark, uneasy bed
into your «rme and the light."
sion of

*7aA<Zi///vJ*f/i_ i
tered

signs stuck up on trees,
informing climbers that the path grows
steeper and the view less Interesting
with every foot of ascent.
the other hand would serve to draw
To friends the aged poet Is a host
moro people to the bay.
The many of
hosts.
From the
moment
be
city people who come North for
their vacation and who want the lat- catches sight of a friend—from his
seat
In
the
est improvements and a
never-shut doorway of bis
lively social
time, can only find suitable accom- "bedroom" cabin, where he spends a
modations In a comparatively few greater part of each day—until
be
houses and consequently go else- finally permits such a visitor
to leave
where, to the mountains or to more his hospitality Is comparable
only to
advanced seaside resorts, when those that kind which
long since vanished
houses possessing the proper qualifi- even
In this land of the far-famed
cations
have been
filled up.
All Spanish
hospitality. Joaquin's "bedthrough the bay there are places room"
cabin, like the other six little
where suitable sites of five to ten
■backs scattered at Irregular Interacres could be secured on which hotels could be erected that would be vals over an acre or two of the
top
a real ornament to the
bay. An un- of the mountain, serves only as one
dertaking such as this, too, would If room.
Similarly the "parlor." the
properly managed be a most profit- I dining-room and the kitchen are each
able investment
The land around Individual cabins. One walks
almost
the hotel would naturally be
greatly a mile when
Joaquin shows one
increased In value, and
the
high through his "seven-room house."
class of patrons that a really good
Joaquin Miller at seventy rears of
hotel
would
draw
unquestionably
would greatly enhance the desirabili- age and scarcely clear of the shadow
ty of the nearby cottage lots as of death la possessed of a sense of
places for summer homes. Portland, humor as original as those
other
too, would be wonderfully developed, characteristics which have won for
as the increased number of summer
blm a reputation as being
unique In
visitors would, of course, do most of this day of
ready-made Individualities.
their trading In that city and the al- In keeping with his
life-long habit of
ready high reputation of the stores scorning the
customary Is his buildthere would be given an added impwith
his own bands the
ing
great
etus as more and more people from
all the different parts of the country crematory, a pile of stones
thirty
feet high on the highest point
come
of
together In Casco
Bay for
bis mountain, on wblcb his
their summer outings.
Of course. It
body Is
some
to
be
day
Is not a feasible plan to start to
plsced and the ashes
work and put up a lot of large hotels to be scattered to "the four winds."
at the same time, but If this were
done
and careful Judggradually,
ment were used In the
enterprise. I STUDENT HAS WON FORTUNE
the plan bears all the earmarks of
being a most excellent Investment Practiced 21 Profeeslons
During ths
for everyone concerned.
Past Savan Ysare—Now Ha Is
Worth *260,000.

and merry and never seem to be
ruf
fled by sny unexpected circumstance.
On* of those experienced
when

Tetrlble

P. Henry Thomson, 409 W. 40th
8L,
Savannah, Gs., says:
"Something

and

lively

American* Glob# Trotters.
There are man? American girls
who pride themaelvea on
being globe
trotter*. A trip to Europe la Insignificant to then; they have been around
the world ao many time* they apeak of
It as something not unusual. Rut
they
do tske pride In knowing tha art of
traveling, of getting along without so
msny petty annoyancea that almost
give Inexperienced travelera nenroua
proatration. They are sweet tempered

With
Helpless
Kidney Trouble.

night before she died, and wrote of
her passing In a letter of Infinite pa
thos addressed to their mutual friend,
Mrs. Blagdon: "Then came what my
heart will keep till I see her again,

varied. Most of the hotels

in the bay are doing good
work,
but they are taxed to their full capacity and in the height of the season are far from
capable of handling
the large trade that then comes In.
Other large hotels, if started here,
would not detract from the business
of the houses already here but on
now

8tr(ck«n

known that the event occasioned one
of the tenderest things her husband
ever wrote.
He tended her alone the

o( their guests from the social
side,
music and ball rooms, little
cozy
nooks (or the devotees o(
cards.—
things like these serve to give the
guest a good time while he is at
the house and make him want
to
come again another
year.
Most people do not come to a place merely
for rest, (or while that is all
right
In its way, a steady diet of it becomes not only monotonous but exceed.ngly
and
one
disagreeable,

and

FELL TO THE GROUND.

Minneapolis.
Minn.—After
seven
eventful yearn. In which he not
only
regained a fortune of 960.000 loat In
unwise bualness
ventures and
also
added to It 9200.000, which ha now
expecta to spend In
taring Fuirope.
left Minneapolis

Hardy Sundber*. who
with his patrimony In his pocket to
seek his fortune, has returned.
Ha
found the fortune be went to seek
only after practicing 21 distinct profession*.

Seven years ago Sundberg waa a
student In a Minneapolis theological
Institution.
Ha came directly to Minneapolis from the University of Stockholm to fit himself for the
ministry.
At different times, according to Mr.
Sundberg. be has been real aetata

broker, lumberman, farmer, street car
salesman, machinist, merchant. preacher, engineer, veterinarian,
watchmaker, carpenter, surveyor. Journalist,
cook,
busbetman. painter,
schoolteacher, doctor, occullst gad
stock broker.
mot orman.

Oust and Tuberculosis.
As a result of the dangers from consumption to those exposed to various
forms of dust, and at the request of

the National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis, the
United States government has recently
appointed a commission to work In co
operation with state authorities In
making sn investigation Into the con
dltlons of the metal mining Industrie*
In the United States, with special ref
erence to diseases of the lungs. The
work of the commission engaged In
this special task will
follow lines
somewhat similar to those worked out
by the Royal Commission of Australia,
whose report was recently received In
this country.
A Distinction.
"Mrs. Flubbit appears to be somewhat cold and distant since Mr. Flubbit acquired wealth."

"Yes. While she Isn't quite so frigId as the show girls In musical comedies,
still,
she
Is
unbearably

haughty."

Where It Points.
"For whom Is she wearing black—
her late husband?"
"No, for her next. She knows she
looks well In It."—Judge.

When a baby can look at an old
bachelor without crying the mother
always thinks he Is a good father
wasted.

A LADY LECTURER

F««da Nerves and Brains

Scientifically.

A lady lecturer writes from Philadelphia concerning the use of right food
and how she Is enabled to withstand
the strain and wear and tear of her
arduous occupation. She says:
"Through improper food, imperfect*
ly digested, my heslth was completely wrecked, and I attribute my recovery entirely to the regular use of
Orape-Nuts food. It has. I assure you,
proven an Inestlmsble boon to roe.
"Almost immediately after
beginning
the use of Orape-Nuta I found a
gratifying change In my condition. The terrible weakness thst
formerly prostrated me after a few hours of
work,
was perceptibly lessened snd
Is now
only a memory—It never returns.
"Ten days after beginning on
OrapeNuts I experienced a wonderful Increase in mental vigor and
physical
energy, and continued use hss entirely freed me from the mlsersble Insomnia snd nervousness from which
I used to suffer so much.
"I find Orape-Nuts very palatable
and would not be without the
crisp,
delicious food for even a day on
any
conslderstlon.
I
Indeed. slways carry
It with me on my lecture tours."
Read the little book, "The Road to
Wellvllle," In pkjj*. "There's a reason."
Cm r*(4 tke
letterf A »*w
•M mppvmrm trmm tl«w »• time,
•r* mUH, trw, a*4 fall •( kaaaa

Approved Fashions

in

Silks and Dress Goods
Are Now

on

Exhibition

early showing of New Autumn and Fall Silks
THIS
and Dress Goods ought
prove keenly interestto

ing to people who buy early in the season. The unusually extensive variety of the rich Satiny Silks and
the rough woolen materials in
many new and ex-

quisite weaves are bound to call for exclamations of
surprise and admiration from every visitor.

In Silks

Satin faced materials are
very much in vogue
we have
prepared liberally a beautiful line of
highly finished Satins, Satin Messalines, Panne Satins and Peau de Cygnes.

and

In Colored Dress Goods

We are showing single dress
patterns in bordered rough effects and a
splendid line of Serges,
Twills, Bourettes, Coatings and Challies.

In Black Dress Goods

Silk and Wool Jasper Cloth, Two Toned Suitings, Fancy Basket Weaves, mannish effects in Gray
and Black, Pencil Stripe Foulle, Black and White
Pencil Stripe Homespuns. Pencil
Stripe Unfinished
Worsteds and Two Toned Diagonals.

It Will Give Us Pleasure to Show Visitors
the Early Fall Novelties

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft

This Space
It f«r Sal*

?WVy

wmm M

fmr «wm

*

House

Aucocisco
Cliff Island, Me.

to CUff, the CiaofllitrtlMi Caswfcy
Fields, woods, •arf, cool brum, fishing, bathln|, yaohtlng. Only 1 hoar's Mil from Portland.

MB& K. B. BATCHELOR

Proprietor

AFTER

SUFFERING

ORRS ISLAND (On the Hill)

Oroya

loy:» 8,UmP*-

I Was Cored by
ham's Vegetable

Lydla E Pink,
Compound

Waurfka, Okla.—"I had female troubtea for wren years, was all run down.

ana so nervous I

could not do anyThe doctors
treated me for different things but
did me no good. I
got so bad that I
could not sleep da j
or night While in
this condition I read
of Ljdia E. Pink,

thing.

EVERYTHING
Sundries, Mettalad »ni*ar

Garden Hose, Gloves, Drufglsts'

If It's Rubber you want, call at

PORTLAND RUBBER CO, 259 Middle Street
Martai

Pwrtr

aai

Piaps

Statknry

Palmer Gasoline Engines
Speed. Fewer end

Sippliw

EfttHt

Simplicity

ui

i

Eififlts

SS Htfcrcnl nfch to Mlcrt
tna. IMtoUHJ.,l.l*a«

■•pairs

Two and four cycle type*. We
carry the largest stock In Port*
land.
8end for free 1911 cata-

Orswill sad Pirfu linitioa

6. D. Thorndike Machine Co.
Til 221$

logue.

M1HERBK0SJ PtrtiudPitr

PORTLAND PIER

Farms & Summer Homes
MAINE REALTY BUREAU

William N. Nnntll, Manager

Representative*

FIDELITY BLOC., PORTLAND. MAINE
in ail leading cittes.

THE ISLAND

INN

BUSTIN'S

ISLAND
WILSON & CO., Proprietor*
Dining room one of the moat pleasantly situated of any In the bay.
Surrounded by trees, overlooking the water; cool; comfortable; convenient.
Meals
Regular dinners for transients, dally.
by the week a specialty.
Take Str. Maquolt. leave Portland 9.30 a. m.. return 2.45 p. m.p giving three
boors for dinner.

Souvenir

Spoons,

Brooches, Novelties,

etc.

613

Diamonds,

Sllvcrwar*

Congress St, Portland, Me.

Huntington, Mass.—*' I was in a nervous, run down condition and for three
years could find no help.
"I owe my present good health to
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comand Blood Purifier which 1 beeve sared my life.
"My doctor knows what helped me
and does not say one word against it."
Mrs. Mari Janette Bates, Box
134, Huntington, Mass.
Because your case is a difficult one,
doctors having done you no
good, do
not continue to suffer without
giving
E.
Pink
Lydia
ham's Vegetable Compound a trial. It surely has cured
many cases of female ills, such as inflammation, ulceration, displacements,
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
pains, backache,

feeling,

that bearing-down
and nervous prostration.

Sore, Tired Feel Soothed

In a nlcht br a hot bath u4 on* application of the
Anttwptte. Iwodortslac. Hfalioc. Maiataaa. aad
Frea from oil. Clean to U«e

rFTOiim^
N|mk;nT

raaulta

BRUTE.

Cordes, Proprietor.
First-Class in Every Particular.
565 1-2—567 1-2 Congress 8t
PORTLAND. MAINE

wire—John, I listened to yon for
half an hour last night, while 700

talking in your sleep.
John—Thanks, dear, for jour self

were

restraint

The Recoil.

Motors.
EnHalliday
Stationery
gines, Parfsz ignition system,
supplies,
repairing,
Gasolene for
OTSrbaullng.
•ala.

Tobacconist—You learned long

ago
bow to pack a barrel of apples, didn't
70a, Uncle John?

OptMMtrists

Ojticim

Cytt Cxamln«d
Ol«(M* Repaired
We do oor o«n grind <ng
end
broken
daplkkU

WM. H. ROHR,
14 COMMERCIAL WHARF.

Ium from th« plcot*.
SOMC8 & BUCKLEY
4MI-ICM|r«MSt.,(«r. Oak. P«

Heating and
Plamblm
Engineers
BTOVK8, RANGES,

TINWARE
Skip Bu>tm, Lanterns
and

Oall«7

For-

Qitoh/t, £rg,n*» and
Wat»r 3/$ttfr>t

F. & C. B. NASH CO.
314-390 FORE IT.

The flih store Is

new open for th«
and
wo
onwill
to supply tho trade with tho
ess food on tho market.
Our
are right and wa can supply
at short notleo.
Wa aollclt your

Mimmir

month*

>ne§e.

AMERICAN DADtT LUNCH
Proprietor,
in Commercial Street, nearly eppe>
D. J. MacDONALD,

Island Steamers
and
South
Portland Ferry.
ISO Middle Strest,
nearly Oppoelts
site

Poet office.

Milk, Cream, etc., fresh from dairy
term daily. Beet of food, quickest ser-

vice, reasonable charges
Finest equipment la the East. Visit
m when In town. Elite Loach, 491 1-f
St. tor Ladle*.

thing,

Also
Got
Cranky Man
One-Cant
Stamp* Whan Ha Mad Paid

for Twoa.

Tha man who keepe a watchful aya
tha federal government bought
Are postage etampe. The drug atora
cashier laid them down, picture aide

whereupon

the

customer

con-

founded her with bla knowledge of
the government. He unfolded a nawapaper and pointed to a headline:
"Stamps must be delivered gummy
aide up."
"See thatr* said he.
"Br laying
down atampa the way you did
you

loading

me

up with germs

651

Deadwood Dick.
day he Is an old man, past three score
and ten. for whom life
seemingly holds
but little.
But even In his present
condition he is not disheartened. Although, to use an every-day expression, he is "down and out," he still
finds something to live for, but his

Its

forest

Thla

window alll may be alive with
germa
They will stick to the gum on tha
and
atampa,
I ahall carry them home
and lick them off and
maybe be laid
up with a tpell of sickness."
The girl gave the
stamp* another
tittle push, and he ahoved them
back.
"What do you want me to dft?**
aha
aaked.
"Take theae a'^mps back," he aald.
"and lay out lira mora
gummy aide
up aa the government directs."
She obeyed.
He folded the slip,
•till gum aide up. and
put It In bla
pocket.
He w«nt home and wrote
lettera till bedtime, and
prepared to
stick on the atampa
Then be aaJd:
"Hang that girl."
Tha drug atore cashier bad
given
him one-cent atamoa
Oak Tree's Length of Ltfa.
The heart of an oak tree beglna to
pot after 300 years.

j

Breakfast— I

Scramble two eggs, i
When nearly cooKed,
mix in about a half a

cup of

Post
T oasties
and

serve

Infirteil

for Universal

and Drrcestic
All

Especial

Express.

Laundry.

"TLe

Memory Lingers"

Secure

a

a

PodM ComI Compmmj, til
Bank Ctmtk, M»d>.

Grcccries, Hotel, Yacht and Fancy Family Sopplics
'n

by Littlcjohn's

130-132 Commercial

St, Portland, Maine
The Old

Ryan

&

Kelsey Store

Summer Home Site. While Laud Is
and Good Locations Are Available

Reasonably

SEASHORE LAND CO.

C. i. IW1B, Trtis., 847 Hurt *w. P«thd, Mi, w IAMK j. DAKS. Cuds Mm

Defense of

Scrappy

Little

English
Sparrow
Aurora. III.

Those who hate the English
sparrow
I advise to take a
trip to Elgin, and visit
the grounds of the Illinois State
hospital.
There thej will see sparrows,
robins, blue-

jays, blackbirds, wrens, swallows of all
descriptions, song and night birds, living
in perfect harmony. Each kind it there
by the thousands. Why? Because they
have trees to nest in,
particularly the pines.
In the city we have no trees to
speak of
outside of the parks, and if the
park commissioners would plant some pine trees
you
would find that the robin, the
thrush, the
bluejay, the lark and others would return

The English sparrow increases in number
very rapidly and likea the
excitement, as can be seen at Elgin. One mile south or west of the hospital you can hardly find a sparrow.
Sparrows are the best of scavengers among all bird kind, and should
find
you
your young vegetables, just sprouting, being
picked to pieces,
you can bet your last button that it is the insects rather than the
plank
that the
is after.

Sundial at Ottawa, Kan.

timepiece

this summer. It being an excellent summer for the use of
sundials.
He fashioned It according to the
minutest directions of chronometer
and
sundial experts.
As a result the dial
la accurate to the minute
when the
sun's changes are figured—and
Mr.
Kason has provided a card with
printed directions for each
day of the year.
The number of mlnutea the
sun Is
"slow" or "faat," In
comparison with
the standard meridian, la
placed In
plain view of park visitors. Anyone
may read the card and aet his watch
the exact time.
The dial Is fourteen feet In
diameter
and the Indicator, a
pointed post. Is
eight feet above the ground. Numerals
of cement number the
hours
upon
which the shadow of the
Indicator falls
In turn from
sunup to sundown. Lines
of foliage mark the
half-hours and
the quarter-hours.

sparrow
Just think how industrious this little
is full of life, ambition and confidence in
the sparrow, watch hira both in and out of
is more energetic than those who condemn

fellow is. Like a
bantam, be
himself. Stop talking about
the city, and you will find he
him.

That a man should take off hit hat
when meeting or
leaving his wife on the
street ia urged by one who asks the
question: "Doesn't he regard her with
the same
respect ss any other woman friend?"
"Same respect 1" How cold! What wifa
would be satisfied with "the same
reaped
as any other woman?"
No, this respect of which the tipping
of the hat is a token will never
satiafy
the loving wife. It is beneath the
notice
By N. TREBLE
Millar, IW,
of the good husband.
Respect is very good
and sweet if there is
nothing more, bml
wh?n it is mingled with love it ia
loat,
as a
lump of sugar in a barrel of pure water.
I saw a man at the train who had
gone there to meet his wife, who
had been visiting her mother, and now for at
least a second time had
left the dear old home and had come to him.
He kissed her with hia
hat on.
Some of his women friends came in on
the same train. To
theae, a minute later, he politely tipped his hat
Now, in order to show "the same reapect," which shoul I ha hava
done, lifted hia hat aa hia wife paaaed by or kissed the bunch ?

Proper

Manner

of Greeting

One's Wife

Pigmy hedge forms
decorative design In front of the
Scissors In Her Abdomen.

who
Mra. Lavlna Dunn at a
hospital here found a pair of surgeon's scissors,
Inches long. In her
abdomen, left there during a former
operation.
on

Warmed-Over Coffee Kills Two.
Brookfleld, Mo.—From drinking cof-

fee which had been brewed
twelve
hours before and left
standing over
night, two children of A. F. Ferris,
a farmer living near here, are
dead.

•

THE SEASHORE LAND CO. HAVE TO OFFER A FEW
CHOICE SUMMER
HOME 8ITES ON COUSINS ISLAND.
The lots are on the west shore of Island
the inner bay and the
overlooking
location la considered ONE OF THE BEST IN CASCO BAT.
Pure spring water on the property.
The lots are offered at very ATTRACTIVE PRICES for choice
seashore property that will certainly Increase in value.
The coming Island of the
bay. S new
cottages built this season. For Information apply to

Youngstown. Ohio.—Surgeons

j

Orders Taken for Lobsters and Flak

Kinds of Poultry and Fancy Game

By B. J. GUSTIN

operated

11M1* EickHp St

Telephones

Head of Portland Pier

figures.

seasoning
It's Immense I

careful

attention Is Riven to parking pericVtb * p-wds so that they
will arrive :n ycrfec* condition. Express prepaid •i ail orders amounting to $5 or over. Goods delivered at Peak's Isiaud

ty parks and ingenious decorative
schemes confined to estates of landed
gentry, a country town can. and often
does, furnish excellent examples of artistic treatment of bits of woodland.
Ottawa has no copyrighted system
of boulevards other than its well
paved
streets, but the folks who make their
homes here pride themselves
upon
their parks—there are two of them—
City Park and Forest Park.
In Forest Park there are
samples
of the ordinary park
embellishments,
such as a fountain, cemented fish
pond,
lettered flower beds and sanitary
drinking fountains. But the newest
addition Is a floral sundial. It is the
town's latest civic pride.
J. H. Eason, park keeper for
Ottawa,
planned and constructed the natural

a

at onceto taste.

most

Wholesalers and Retailers of

Park Thla

Kansas Town Has Added

put him outdoors without Injury.
Footman—It's
outdoors
raining
countess. Shall I give him an umbrel
la?—Mergendorfer Blaetter.

Try For

with all the good things that
hot and one wishes for food a

W. L WILSON & CO.

A Humane Man.

>

are

provisioners

BIU7;

Too many people waste their tlm«
In condemning the work of others in
stead of spending It In trying to Im
prove their own.

you

Trefethen & Swett Co.

greatest joy and pleasure is in telling
of the days when he was a scout with
Custer.
Deadwood Dick has been a familiar
sight in Denver for fifteen years. He
was at one time
wealthy, and until
seven years ago he was In
comfortable
circumstances.
But since that time
he has been ekiog out &n
existence
by manufacturing and selling an ii>
sect powder. The old man was a
pitiful sight as he sat In the
jail. He hat
long, black hair that almost reachet
to his waist, and this he
says Is the
pride of his life.
"I stood it all right when I lost
mj
money," he said, "but it would kill me
if I should lose my hair.
It Is the
only comfort I have."

S£auti*fylng

Cuirass Street

Agency

you packed that box of cigars
I bought of you the other da7—all th«
nice one* In the top row.

on

up,

to serve

GIVE US AN ORDEK
©or Years of Success Enables Us to Please Yon

Elderly Countess—Catch this bif
fl7, Johann, but do It carefully, and

OOT THEM "GUMMY-SIDE UP"

are

Chebeague Fish Store

Horticulturist—Sure

same as

prepared

attention in the execution of all orders.

Utility.

BAXTER BLOCK.

Maria*

PORTLAND, ME.

To the Trade ot Casco Bay
especially cater and give our promptest and

We

Ottawa, Kan.—The big city has no
corner on civic beauty. Nor are
pret-

F:n?*t sites

Fox

47 EXCHANGE ST.,

KEEP TIME BY THE SUNDIAL

•r

Also

Paints

M. F. BRAGDON PAINT CO.

We arc

ifc

Motor Boats For Sale

Liquid

tempt the appetite when the days
little out of the ordinary.

CL

Ml

Everite

—

CHEBEAQUE, ME.

C K. UTTUFIEID, trtlt ttrtupi.

THIS PALL WITH

Eound

THE

If yon are thinking of baying a cottage
house lot It will nay yon to consult me.
on the (aland and easy terms,
will meet thoae Interested by appointment. Address,

PAINT

Another Grateful Woman*

UTILEnELD ESTATE
GREAT

Denver, Colo.—Dead wood Dick* the
hero of a thousand dime
novels, has
been languishing in the county Jail at
Denver as a vagrant.
Walter Richard Morrison la his real
name, but aa Dead wood Dick, his entrance on the stage of the world was
to play a leading
part In one of the
most exciting dramas the west has
ever known. As Walter Richard Moi*
rlson his exit In the world Is to
play
the lowest part on the stage of th«
life aa It la found In every large
city
In the country.
Recently, however, he
was held as a
vagrant In the Denvei
Jail.
His life history Is one full of ro
mance and pathoe.
In his younge)
days he was one of the men who alde<
in the making of the great west To

welL"—Mrs. Sallix Stevens, R.F.D.,
No. 8. Box 81, Waurika, Okla.

Dinner from 11.15 to 2.00.
C. D. DRESSER.
Proprietor.

OPPQ8ITE

Wo carry tb* famous Molkw^*" Br—d. racairtd
daily
Wa luvt abo a nica a—ortm—t of Haiaz, Bttchiwrt and
Vari-ba«t good*

time I bad gained
my averand am now strong and

CORDES* CAFE

J«w*lry,

DUNN BROTHERS
lirpsvtll, Mi.
Groceries and Provisions

weight

16 ELM ST.
PORTLAND, MAINE

F.

Wist

and
and

Inctoo.D.C. Bookafraa.u Hlcb
H

GEO. T. SPRINGES
Watehoa,

in a snort

age

Compound,
began its use

THE ELMWOOD PATENTS£

OP

Tolaphono

One* Wealthy

ham's Vegetable

I

WE J1AKE A SPECIALTY

DEADWOOD DICK A VAGRANT
Hero of ■ Thousand
Dime Novele Languishes In
Denver Jail.

.

7YEARS

Visit the Flrdale Studio and Souvenir Store
Katahllehed ISM.
Biggest aittf Beet In Caeee Bay
for Tourieta. FOR SALE—Cold Drinks,Light
Shady Lunch
LnMh,
J
for
6c
and
1
cent
each.
Ef*
Cheaper by dosen rate*, water Colors.
Photos, Plr Pillows, Leather Goods. Indian Baskets, Pearl t-torr, 60 and 75 cents,
Mal1 Box, Cigars, etc. ON FREE!
EXHIBITION,
Big Qrclo-Panorama palming all the way around Oris Island.
The Studio. Store and Land For S«l« Aloo

-

I

1

INVESTITURE OF THE
Prince or Wales

Megaphones In Oil.
Robert Henri, the painter, was discussing in New York a very mediocre

The Wretchedness
of Constipation

"old master" for which a
Chicago promoter had paid an exorbitant sum.

Can quickly be

"The man ia content with his bargain," said Mr. Henri. "I'm sura of
that.
To a millionaire of that
type,
you know, an 'old master1 la
merely a
megaphone for his money
to
talk

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable

—act surety mod
gently on toe

through."
In*H

Over.

DEALEBSIN

A

Carters

■ ITTLEi

Cure

llVER

PIUS.

Head-

ache,

forma among all area of
u w
M do*». cured and
othera
w. the
»»T aame
In
a table prevented from
havln*

Dizziness, and

Indigestion. They do their duty.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PUCE.

CURKea1?v.T,JhK?,.?HN'8 D18TEMPE&
Over
reoofthv>mI5rZ>.£°.UI?
lMt
B*at remady

Genuine

r?'archicken cholera. SO
centa and
a
bottle. |5 and $10 the down. Any11.00
rood
to manufacturer*.
Jrurslat. or aendSpohn
Medical Co.. Spec.
bo<^JContagloua
Diseases. Goshen. Ind., U.S.A.
for

\^rtta

rw^!T

Loyalty.
lightning struck Speeder's

"So
tomobile?**

must bear

Signature

Wriof*»
BotMTiQkri

W.F.YOUNG. P.O. F..310T«»pU St.Sprl

ThfirMt BlackfeetreeerraUoaof Xoot.lstobe
thrown open (or settlement. Every soldier or
sailor of our vut, their widows and
children,
ntr file upon 100 ktm of this land by u
agent.
This land embraces within Its confines the best

Consumption.

and most fertile land In all tb« northwest. All
applications should be filed with C. H. HOWELL,
SeMiera k Sailers Reeistratlo*. 497 Marti tee A**..
Cel iua fees.0.,enclosing stamp for personal re ply.

Couldnt Help Him.
"I haven't a place to lay my head."
of

"C35S.,S2t Thompson's Eft Wafer

If you have occasion to pick
your
company, use a magnifying glass

AT

Carnarvon castle. Carnarvon, Wales, the investiture of
Prince
Edward
of
Wales
passed from a glowing spec-

tacle into a brilliant and imchapter of history.
Three
final scenes were the three presentations to the people outside the castle,
from high points in different towers,
of the newly invested prince, in
his
garb of purple and ermine, by his
father and mother. King George V.
and Queen Mary.

portant

What

day it was for the old county town of rock-ribbed Carnarvonshire!
How the pride of Wales was

and Its heart touched!
The
flower of the peerage was there—the
men in their court velvets, the ladies
j In their satiiti and nearls.
T taightiesi wrta tTetfghted to ber^Ti.^
guests of Carnarvon—this little community of simple souls on the Seinout.
Carnarvon saw by the hundreds, in
concentrations, the most
gorgeous
magnificent uniforms known to the
world.
And Carnarvon saw much
more.
It saw the
king and queen
come, bringing their beautiful children. and had the father and mother
eldest
son
as
present to it their

stirred

Londop>

prince!

Altogether It was fine iicperial busiThe Welshman does not like
the Englishman; to mix their temper-

j

ness.

aments

is to mix water and oil. Wales

pumps revealed a boyish
figure of
ideal proportions and shapeliness. His
face, oval and boyish. Is emphatically
attractive.
He is almost as tall as
his
father and promises to develop
into a man of much sturdier appear
ance.

Young Prince Wearing

Hit Coronet.

has felt neglected.
Nominally the
little country had a prince, but what
was the use?
Did he ever come
to
Walea? Waa he ever teen under the
shadow of 8nowdon? Dtd he know anything about Welah
history or the
Welsh heart?
Walea waa left out of

Itineraries.
It wss not a
people, had on troubles. po«essed no
sensibilities.
Wales wss a bunch of
mountaina and hills!
So. cherishing
Its heroic memories, conserving
Its
high spirited snd potent Individuality,
Walea regarded England with sullen
dislike.
Finally came a king with
Imperial

Ideaa In his head and energy In hla
vetua and In one day he repaired the
omiasion of centurlea!
Walea now
has a prince and great London muet
come to little Carnarvon to see
the
comet plsced on bis roysl head!

Carnarvon

alive,

was

as

real, as much
county fair. The
perspired freely
Welsh dust on
The crowd waa

as an American
ladles of the peerage
and carried good old
their silken slippers!
«o thick that motor
cars
and
car
riagea were out of the queatlon and
the superbly gowned and shod peeresses had to walk just like the little
women In the streets who were talking Welsh! It waa an all-around get-

ting

together—a Welsh
dsy, and
Welsh days are for everybody, high
and low. The lalk Ins'.de the caatlo—
thla vast, oblong, roofless pile of stone,
with Ita thirteen polygonal walla and
the

beating

down

Into It from
morning k> night without
pity—the
talk herefwsa among all kinds
of
the impression of a
people,
sun

gfloc

The Kind You Have

The queen Is distinctly taller than
the king.
Princess Mary might be any
sweet little school girl of fine birth.
The most dazzling scene of the day
was when the king and queen, leading
Prince Edward In his trained mantle
of investiture, stepped from under the
canopy into the full blaze of the slant*
In* western sun.
The
answering
showers of diamond light were almost
too n.jch for the naked eye.
The color flood In the castle
surpassed In richness anything else that
has been seen in connection with the
coronation. The great choir of Welsh
women, sitting or standing in a square
on lofty seats at the east end of the
castle, was dressed In high black bats,
with narrow vivid green bands and
scarlet capes.
8carlet and gold uniforms appeared In spots throughout
the throng of 10.000 people. The uniforms about the royal canopy made a
center of color so Intense as to pain
the eyes.
The women, from end to
end of the castle, held parasols of
The dresses
every imaginable hue.
solar specand hats exhausted the
trum.
The final touches to the ascending ec»ne wss afforded by the
trumpeters on the tower heights. In
their gold coats and peaked purple
caps, holding their silver trumpets
draped with embroidered silk. Only
one tiling was above them—the royal
the vertical
standard floating from
flagstaff on the apex of Eagle tower.

Remarkable "Remedy."
Hunwnlty baa always bad a weakHer®,
n««n for medical prescriptions.
for eiample. la an old Scotch remedy
for consumption tbat waa onc« much
In vogue. You catch twenty-one large
eartbworma which mast be "wiped
clean."
Soak them In a quart of old

Malaga for twelve hours. Then drain
them off and add to the wine a sliced
nutmeg. a little saffron, and a piece
V gold leaf. It was to be taken In
large glasses "as long aa you think
convenient." By leaving out the earthworms It Is easy to believe that this
waa a good and comfortable medicine
and that It would prove "convenient"
for quite a long time.
Another favorite remedy waa the baked lnng* of s
fox mixed with white sugar, steer*'
la water and bottled.

Always Bought

ALCOHOL—3 PER CENT

/Vegetable Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Regula-

fitting

a

Ginger Ale and Tenlc Beers
Sele Agents ler Lltbln Beer and General Bottlers
Agents ler lfexle Nerve Feo4

36,88 and 49 Plum St., Portland, Me.

HOWARD 5. HAMILTON

GENERAL

CONTRACTOR

Chebeagu* Island, M«.
Complete contracts made and performed (or buildings, cottages, al-

Estimates
terations, repairs, etc.
cheerfully furnished. Cottage work
a specialty. Cottage lots for sale
and cottages to let.

For Infanti and Children.

fleet.

The queen was in a plain, neat
dress of pale-green silk, embroidered with lace and accentuated by
stripes of black satin about the bodice. Her moderate sized hat was decorated with white feathers.
Her appearance was most graceful and most
motherly. The Welsh, having keen
eyes for sympathetic faces, displayed
again and again their lively admiration of the queen. As Prince Edward
kia root*tool berore his fatnef
to receive from the king's hands the
mantle, sword, ring and coronet, his
head was bent and the back of his
neck, not quite far enough under the
canopy to be shaded, looked as If it
were blistering in the sun.
The boy's
straight, fair hair was combed flat
over bis head.
His surcoat or tunic
of royal purple, drawn in at the waist
with a purple band, and with a fringe
of ermine on the skirt, was very beautiful.
His white satin tights, white
silk
stockings and patent leather

W. N. U„ BOSTON, NO. 37-1911.

CASTORIA

democratic love feast. The living, human suggestion was intensified when
the king and queen, the prince and
Princess Mary, with her simple frocK
and fluffy hair, sat under the canopy
and glanced from one to the other
like a happy family.
The
king, in admiral's uniform,
looked as brown as any sailor of his

INGALLS BROTHERS
Manufacturers of Soda and Mineral Waters
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route

Washington,

passed.
Send for booklet.

C. H. Maynard, Agent,

Boston, Mass.

The Centaur Company;.
NEW YORK.
A t t> rnonth% old

Guaranteed

j jt

To NewYork
By Sea

E vr*)

under the Food J

Copy of

Seamless—Sanitary—Serviceable

PORTLAND UNE
aid Old

Fare Oae Way, MM
Rond Trip,
10.00

polished by a chemical process.
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-
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Cordley & Hayes,

1

1

35 I an—rd Straat, N«w York

W. L. DOUGLAS,

Leaee Brxton. India Wharf. Jom «ath
to Ortober »«h, every da jr. Sunday*
Inrloded. «t 4

p.M

.diw to arrive at Now

York following day about Ml

$4.00 Fire
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Way $4.00
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MAINE
Steamship Company

Beverly, Mass.
The Summer Capital

Open the year round. Transient ran
$2.00 per day.
Special rate by the
week. Opposite Boston & Maine station. Handy to all points of publle Interest.
C. E. TRAFTON. Proprietor.

i SOUYENIE RS

The largest up to date lint
of Souvenirs in the city
Also • (all Uo« of

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry
and Diamonds

Repairing

of all kinds at short notios

McKENNEY JEWELRY CO.
Monument

Sq., Portland, Mew

SLOOP ROB ROY

l A. CLAY, Agwt,

(Auxiliary)

JS- foot. (tWn. pleasure jmeht for aaJV
In* and Ashing partita.
Parties tiku
from tnr UUn4. Rates reasonable.

r. MACATO, YfekH »§«■>.

George E. Nickeraon
CUFF ISLAND

flpg?.
Bam

f. L. WllTTa#nl
auto

Dlatrlbntora
of
th« Famous
Buffalo Motora.
Local Agents for th«
gtaatej Motors.

The workmanstnp which has made W.L.
Douglas shoe* famous the world over ■

mavrtained in erry pas.
If I could take you into
my large factories
aft Brockton, M««, and show
rou how

carefuOyW.L.Dou«)as shoes are made, you

would then understand why they are warranted to hold their shape, fit better
aodf
wear longer than any other make
lor the price I

ir ram mmnri nbtoHi W L
DomIm ehoee ta
twH low, writ* fnf MtaVw.
Mm mm dlr«» 1our rAtn «c mr norir n,«u*«
Irnn firtort u> wmrmr. »tl rhtrrM
tratU W.L UmiHOMdli
oouuuta.
apMk a», krutU. Mmm. TWO rAXMMmi

H. P. WTTTTamfl

WILLIAMS BROS. CO.

FOR OVER 3Q YEARS

2UaSMSU&ldaS|

TRAFTON

Jcwflm aad Optician*

STANDARD OF QUALITY

CWTKW

HOTEL

<

*2.50,'3.00, *3.50&M.00 SHOES

WOMEN

rooms, with of

Colooy

Lmw Portland. Franklin Wharf. Jam
i«t to Srpt«nber •Mh.Tueadaya.Thur*day* and Saturday*, at MO t.tt- with
extra aaillnc* Mondays r' NJOi.il
June Mth to September lltn Inclusive.

of the objectionable features of
wooden, tin, or galvanized ware.
"Fibrotta" is made of sprve fibre, each article
moulded und~r
heavy pressure into ooe solid piece and then hardened and

b fight.

slagle

North Stir, North Last

none

|

Mass.

New Madera Steel SUamahips

|

Pails, wash basin*, milk pans, handy dishet and the
other household utensik made of "Fibrotta" Waremany
have

,

Beverly,

Is the best modern hotel in the city,
with suites and

to Old Point, Richmond,
Atlantic City, Pinehurst and Southern points.
Steamers new, fast and elegant.
Accommodations and Cuisine unsur-

Best

Tac Simile Signature of

uosi-.

HOTEL
HIGHLAND

Hill Crest and South RsaS

NORFOLK & NEWPORT NEWS

ff.O A perfect Remedy forComNpa>ir, tion. Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLECP

35

only

minutes from Boston, 97 miles from
Portland.

PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMORE,

St

HtmSiyw Flavor

IN"!.

Magnificent scenery, finest autorn*
bile roads, yachting,
bathing, fishing;
miles of cool, shady drives,
8#

BOSTON to

0

AiC~ri+*mU S~Cn.
r~mSt~/

I

The Summer Capital

without private
bathrooms.
Rate*
$2.50 te $3.50 per day. Special rate*
for week or month. Electric light*
COASTWISE STEAMERS.
Steam heat. Good home cooking, fine
Five minuter
dining room service.
"Queea a^.Ses Routs*."
walf te depot and same to beach.
MERCHANTS & MINERS TRANS.
J. M. CUTTS, Mgr.
CO. 8TEAMSHIP LINES

Opp.

•

/hj»« ■ iV

SHOP

IN STOCK. PUBLIC LIBRARY.
POST OFFICE.

of

ness and

SOUVENIR

BEVERLY

40,000 SOUVENIR POST CARDS

Signature

Promotes Di^stion,Cheerful-

CHEBEAGUE

FIR PILLOWS A SPECIALTY
Made from Cbebeague fir tips.
Best
and most costly fir pillow made.

Bears the

ting the Stomachs and Bowels of
Br
12%

Telephone Connection

This lit new departure this year. Bear it in mind. Orders (or
groceries mailed
before you leave your city home next season will be delivered
day of srrival st
Harpswell. We always aim to cater strictly to tbe wants of oar customeas snd you
are proving to a* that it
pays.

modern chemistry. An excellent fluid for writing records In blblea, autographs and on valuable documents.
Mailed upon receipt of Mo.
JOHN J. TEX. AOS W. tSUa St.. Mew York

jfra. Wtnsiown Boomm*
Syrup for Children
Ifrthliw. nofifiw the rum*, rrdnm Inflammation. eilayit pa t..
wind collr. fir a

J&&Zttnr&vi? ttzs j>#nrc?at

Quick Delivery

Man.

500,000 ACRES DENSPOT of IhiWtST

A cold on the chest wealcena your lungs.
Tubercular Germs attack the weak spots.
Keep your tunics strong by curing colds
quicklv with TTamlins Wizard Oil and you

but we're all out

<*Tl>e Best la the ■axfcef

South Harpswell Market

OlMda.
>m, BralM».
Valnt. V tileMltlM, OM
Pais.
Will t«ll you nor* If yo« writ*. (1
ttAwl*rtor4«UT»Nd. Mads facta red only by

filing

"I'm sorry,
head rests."

Fishing Tackle
Anchors
Oars
Oiled Clothing
Cordage
Dories
Skiffs

FRESH FISH of An Kinds in Season

Efficiency In the Forest.
The Babes In the Woods were lost.
"There Is no hope," they cried,
"they will try to find us by a

will not get

Provisions !

-

FRANK L. PINKHAM

"Well, Speeder claims It was his automobile that struck the lightning."—
Puck.

■ystem."

Groceries

/\BSORBine

au-

CO.

St

PORTLAND

by

Bitiouanea^

distemper

Its

overcome

W. 8. JORDAN

First Class

Central

Garage

(are Far Hlr«
Flrvt-Claaa Repair Skaf
Fall Uaa at Sappllaa

Oakland Motor Cars

Motor Oils

Stoaghton

OAK ST.
FS ST LANS, MAINS

Co.

and Motor Boata*
snd Uuppllaa.

BOATS BUILT AND REPAIRED
TELEPHONE 61S.
_

Folklns

Rapair Wirt a Specialty

Secondhand Motora

21-28 CUSTOM HOUSE
WHARF,
ROUT LA NO.

I Again We Say

SOUTH HARP8WELL.

Nelson.
Mr. Edwin C. Emhardt and family
of Germantowo. Pa., who have been
(ccupylng "Cliff Cottage" all summer,
Intend to remain here
till late
In
October, so as to see Cliff Island at Its
most beautiful time. In the fall.
Mr. and Mrs. A. p. Scull and family
of Phoenixville. Pa., who have been
(•pending the summer under the roof
of "Cosy" cottage, left laat iFriday for
their home, after having experienced
a most delightful vacation here.

(Continued from page 2.)
bo rue at Tufts College. Mat*.
Dr.
Kihgsfey. who Is the head of the Tufts
College Laboratory here, returns to
resume his
duties as professor of
zoology at Tufts.

Professor and Mrs. H. V. Neal
and their children, the Misses Margaret and Helen Neal and
Master
John Neal, who have been down at
Harpswell since the first part of June
returned last week to their home in
Galesburg, 111., where Dr. Neal holds
the chair of zoology at Knox College.
For Insurance of any kind call and
set Chester L.. Jordan & Co., Portland.
Adv.

Mr. and Mrs. W. IH. Oullck and Mies
Helen Gulick. of Phoenixville. Pa., af-

passing a thoroughly
enjoyable
summer here, left Sunday for their
home.
Mr. Gulick is the vice president of the prominent bridge building

ter

Arm

phia.

Professor and Mrs. George Tucker
Sellew and their son. Mr. David Sellew. after having passed a most delightful summer at the Stover cottage. left the Island the first part of
last week for their home in Galesburg.
111., returning by
way of Niagara
Falls.
Dr. Sellew. who has
been
spending his first summer here, returns to resume his professional du-

household furniture.

ISLAND.

but there are still some
who will stay on till late in the year,
and these will see the island in its
most beautiful array, when the breath
brilof advancing autumn turns the
liant green of the summer foliage to
a ruddy carmine and lends a sharper
tcuch to the brisk northwest winds.
is

now

past,

the seascn
perhaps the most

Adv.

Miss
Herma
Rupe and Miss Annette^ Boose will probably keep their
late
in
the
bungalow open until
month, and be as late leaving as they
were early coming.

city world,

back

Philadel-

Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Bacon, and
their little son. Master Fiske Bacon,
of Bedford. Mass., together with Miss
Muriel Torrey, and Mr. Bacon's mother, Mrs. C. L* Bacon, also of Bedford,
leave this week after having occupied the "Ledges" for the latter part
of the summer.

(Continued from page 1.)

looking

Wake In

R. S. Davis Co., Portland, carries
exactly what you want In the line of

Pauline

Gardner. of Salem.
the
been spending
greater part of the summer with her
aunts. Mrs. J. E. -Humphrey and Miss
A. (L .Read at their home here, left
the island last
week for her home.
Miss Gardner will go later to Northampton where she is a member of the
senior class at Smith college.

In
that

&

Mrs. Anna Sillcox of New York City
aud the Misses Helen and Anita Sillcox. who have been occupying a cottage on Stone's Cove for most of the
summer, left a short time
for
ago
their home.

Mass.. who has

CLIFF

Steele

Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hunter
and Miss Pheobe Hunter, of
Montclalr. Pa., left the Island on Sunday
for their home outside of Philadelphia
after a most delightful summer.

ties as head of the mathematics department at Knox College.
Miss

of

Mr. and Mrs. William Howard,
of
Boston, after spending the'latter part
of the summer here, left for their
home, where Mr. Howard is a prominent member of the bar.

over

I

•Mrs. Janet Cobb of
Miss Janet Delano of
H., and Mrs. Fred A.
tur. Neb., who have

Maiden. Mass..
Portsmouth, X.
Byram of Decabeen spending

The Aucocisco House.
Concord. N. H.. as a guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Nevers.
•Mr*.
her
Batchelor will
close
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Cushlng
house this week
whst
has
after
and family
proved a highly successful
season.
spent a few days last
week as the guests of .Mrs. Cushing's
The house has been exceedingly well
patronized this year and the coterie parents. Mr. and Mrs. Redlon. at Kezar Falls.
of guests here Is such as few summer
hotels can boast of.
de
Miss Mary Stone. Madame E.
FROM A READER.
Lewenhaupt and little Miss Sophie
last
Whltely, of Baltimore, returned
Conservation of American Money.
week, after having spent the entire
Orr's Island, Me.,
Sept. 11, 1911,
summer here.
Lo and behold a new idea.
ConDr. and Mrs. John Dow Hills, of
Pittsburgh, were guests here over i servation of the Circulating Medium.
America is patriotic in "times
of
last Saturday.
Dr. and Mrs. Hills are
well known at Cliff and have many war." why not In "times of peace?"
Wall street pronounced Mr. Bryan
friends here, having passed
several
he advocated
crazy when
Bimetalsummers here formerly.
ism in the presidential campaign of
Miss Eliza Dancy.
of
Baltimore,
1896 and 1900.
Wall street wanted
and .Miss Margaret Dissasway.
who :
have been spending some time at the { American money good in Europe.
knew and said that if Americamp of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor Bryan
can money was good in
Europe it
on Sebago
Lake, spent a few days <
would go there and stay there and
here last week.
it has.
Who was crazy then. Wall
street or Bryan?
Between foreign heiresses who are
said to be transferrin!; American for
tunes at the rate of
$1,000,000 per
year or one billion dollars
for the
last 10 years, and the American tourists who are transferring and sinking
American dollars in Europe at the
The old Pettengill homestead, one
rate of 100 million to 500
millions
of nfe oldest houses on the island, sitper year It is time that
America
uatea Just to the rear of Peter Llttlewoke up again on the money quesJoha's store is to be torn down sojn
and a new cottage to be built on the tion, and spent their money where
they made it—In America.
It is
I lot. Mrs. A. E. Cushlng, who is 90 time the newspapers took the
lead
I years old. was born in this house so and pointed out what a
great mistake
i it must oe over 1">0 years old, but it has been to make
American mon! just how old no one here now can reey so good in Europe that it
goes
member.
The house was first owned
there and stays there.
It was
a
and occupied by Stephen Pettengill
mistake for America to go on this sinwho kept the ielmd grocery store at
gle gold s:andard basis until there
J that time and who also owned about whs an international agreement for
all the land in that section.
foreign nations and America to have
Mrs. C. E. Cook very pleasantly en- all their
money current in the counfour sisters
; tcrtained her
over the
tries of all nations without exchange
week end with an informal family rediscount before adopting the gold
union and a shore-dinner. Sunday at
standard, for it now works out that
the Cook cottage. Those present were
Europe's money is not current here,
Mrs. A. E. Caldwell and Mrs. E. A. but ours is
there so they have
our
; Wiley of Stoneham, Mass., Mrs. Harmoney and their own to use.
r* Smith and Mrs. Walter A. l»rd of
America following Wall street has
; Portland.
the worst of the deal following
this
Mr. and .Mrs. J. C.
Duane, family money-mad bunch instead of a sane
and maids of Brookline, Mass., who and safe man and leader like Bryan.

j

CAc Thomas

_

Complete line of flttlnge

to galvanised and
motor and nailing craft.
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DHOTl lin I ICC
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Tble cushion
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BUOY CUSHION

the

Landing

MONUMENT

baa been

Statee

St.,

accepted by

Government

coosp„e# w!th the 1%W9
«a m., ... »u.

184-186 Commercial
Boat

United

brave, for

of

and

j„iy 9t 1910,

Portland, Me.

in Rear of Store

SQUARE

DENTAL

PARLOUS

DR. HALL

Gold Crowns

$5.00

Liberal reduction
Bridge Work.

on

hours, 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Sundays by Appointment.

Office

j

435 1-2

Congress Street

Next door to

Waiting

THE PEOPLE'S DENTIST

HERE IS
YOUR

OPPORTUNITY

Electric
Room.

Car

Oo tbe Charieson property at Great Chebeague
Island are offered some of tbe choice*! shore lots
in Casco Bay.
Land level, spring w«ter in abund-

ance, r-nd th* surroundings are just what the suuimer cottager would desire.
For h short time a few
of tbete lots, 95x50, are offered at tbe low price of
$100. Investigate and you will buv one of tbe lota.
Easy terms if desired. Address

MRS. M. A. CHARLESON, Great Cbebeague, Me

MOTHERS! ATTENTION!
We carry a complete line of
School Shoes at lowest prices.

BOSTON SHOE SYNDICATE
Under

Congress

Opp.

Theatre

SHOE AND RUBBER
repair SHOPS

FNFMADK'C
crccniAKiv J
yP"WN

New Masonic Templs

PLACE

DOWNTOWN PLACE
OPP. CITY HALL

CONCRESS SO-

Our "Uptown" is equipped with
Special Attention
neat and clean Waiting Parlors. Faroe!* checked free.
—

black for the
fall is going
on and
dress goods of
weight and
every
weave are on view, from the light fabric for dinner and evening gowns to
the
heavier
materials for
lasting
But whatever you may
street wear.
absolutely
buy here, you may feel
best possible
sure that It is of the
quality for it is because of this very
that the
establishment has
reason
been so uniformly successful in its

America, the grand old Crawford Notch on the line of the
Maine Central Railroad, White Moant«!n», N. H.

The Switzerland of

noticeable thing is the great interest
both
that has been aroused
among
summer and winter residents in the
establishment of a
library
public
here.
This summer a vacant building near the wharf was used and this
was attractively furnished and fitted
out "by several of the public-spirited
ladies upon the island. In the first
part of August a bazaar and sale of
fancy articles was held in the library
of
rooms, which, besides being one
of
the
the leading social > events
season,
proved to be a thorough'
being
financial success, about $100
raised for the library. The Improvea
ment Society has as always been
leading factor in keeping the island
ahead of most or the others in the
more
important
bay. Among the
measures that It carried out were the
naming of the various streets and the
several
at
of sign-posts
erection
places. Private teas, muslcales, card
parties, and other similar affairs were
no less In evidence than In former
of
years, and in fact every minute
the season has been so filled with enjoyment for everyone on the island
that
that there Is no one who, now
autumn days have come. Is not already busy looking forward to returning again next summer to the island.

WestEx-mayor R. K. Jordan of
brook, who with his family have been
staying at ths island all summer, returned Saturday to his home. Mr. Jordan. who has been occupying one of
the Griffin cottages. Intends to build
next
a fine new house fro himself
year on the "Heights.

Henderson.
James
Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Jennie E. Henderson, Miss Hel"Henen M. Young and Mr. J. Murray
derson, all from Everett, Mass.. who
hare been occupying a cottage here
home
month, returned
for the
last

will

past

w*ek.

resume

Mr. Murray

Henderson

his studies on his return

of
Institute
Massachusetts
at the
Technology, where he Is a member of
the class of 1914.
Mr. and Mrs. W. //c.lbson and fam-

ily. after upending a thoroughly en
Joyable summer at their cottage.
to

Sunset View." returned last
their home In Concord. N. H., where
Mr. Olbson Is the proprietor of a large
novelty store.
twelve
of
A merry house party
brook are ocyoung people from West
week.
cupying a cottage here this Misses
the
Those in the party are:
Amelia So rr en son, Hilda Sorrenson.
Annie
Nelson.
Lena Nelson. Mary
Annie FarNelson. Maren Farbrlcna.
>hnfffattle
brlcus, Agnes Farbrtcus.
Jensen,
Christine
Jensen.
Lena
son.
Boe and Nels
and Messrs. Christian

the entire season here, returned toMrs.
day to their respective homes.
Cobb

who was one of the
first to
here has never
found
any
place of which she was so fond.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Kimball,
after spending
a
very
pleasurable
summer here In
their
new
house,
"
"Falrlee
returned on Wednesday to*
their winter
home
in
Wakefield
Mass.

come

-Mrs. E G. Hoiden. Misses Harriet
Holden and 'Nana Hoiden. who have
teen spending their vacation under
the roof of the pretty "Redfern" cotweek
their
to
tage, returned last
home in Cincinnati. Ohio.
Mr. Olaf

Jensen

and

Mrs.

Mar-

New
York
grethe Boye-Jensen, of
after
having
City return Saturday
pxssed the summer at the euphonious-

ly

entitled

"Khamp Mycszery."

Mrs. Ida Foster was a visitor for a
the "Daisy"
few days last week at
for
cottage, leaving last Thursday
hei home In Portsmouth, N. H.
Miss E. M. .'Uoane, of New York, is
the guest lor a while of Mrs. Elsie C.
her
home
"Ingleneuk."
Bogart at
Mrs. Bogart* and Miss
Bogart will
probably remain at the island until
quite late In the season.
The Misses Nellie and I>aura Bennett. who have been occupying their
summer,
cottage on Sunset road all
In
home
leave this week for their
Boston.

Mr. S. P. Darlington, after having
pasaed the entire summer a* hla cottage on the Weat End, returned laat
Philadelphia,
home in
week to hla
where he la prealdmt of the Phila-

delphia Metallic Shingle

Company

Mr. Darlington travelled to Portland
In hia launch "Oaprejr,** and made the
of
the
reat
trip home by automobile.
x
Mr. Frank Brackett. who haa been
explored thla aumtner aa clerk In
the progressive atore of Mr. Charlea
hia
to
M. Cobb, returned Monday
home In Brunawlck, Me.

Mr. Edwin C. Emhardt of Hermaniutntown. Penn„ who la a prominent
of
irer resident here. will ahow a pen
thoroughbred Black Minorca pulleta
The
and cockerel at the Gorham fair.
chlcka were hatched Jona 10 and are
bred from
sure prise winnera, being
the finest aiock. Mr. Emhardt brought

he
31 egga from Pennsylvania where
haa a prize pen of these fowl. Twenbeautlea.
ty nine hatched and all are
The father of the flock stands 2 feet.
I Inches from the ground sad hss won
firsts st both the Trenton, N. J., and
the

Philadelphia shows.

spent the summer at Seola cottage
left last week for their home after a
delightful season here.
The Ixug Island
Market carries
the very best there is in the way of
groceries and provisions. Adv.

Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Jones and their

daughter. Miss Mildred Jones of Arreturned
their
to
lington, Mass.,
home after a pleasant season at their
cottage.

The Misses Ksther and May Ford
who have been spending the season
with their mother at Fordette on the
West End. returned home last week
to attend the Medford High School.
Fred Ford, Jr., arrived Saturday to
spend several weeks with his mother
who will remain here through September with the small children.
Mrs. George I,. Fogg who la president of the ladles* Auxiliary of the
waa
l-10-29th Regiment Association
hostess to the
member*
of the society last Thursday afternoon at her
on
Minnemaska
bungalow,
pretty
Beach Avenue.
After a short business session, the balance of the afternoon was enjoyed
In a social way.
during which time the hostess served
dainty refreshment*. Those present
were Mrs. George Kenedy. Miss M. A
Kennard, Miss Ella
Kennard, .Mrs.
Gertrude Harris. Miss Grace Webster,
Charlea
Mrs. Fred
Mra.
Hlgglna.
Frost. Mrs Hiram T. Cook. Mra. W.
R. Oribbln. Sr. and Mra. R. K. Oatley.
Mis* Corona FX ns more of Dorchester
Clark
of f*om#rMam., Harry
vllle. Ma** and Miss Nellie Bemls o»f
Cambridge, Maes. who were kumU
of Mrs. Robert Wale* and her daughter. MIm Edna P. Walea of the MIspah cottage, returned to their home*
last week with the Walea.
Mra. P. H. Bouthal, her family and
guests, Mr. and Mra. H. P. Tlbbetts
Holland of
Althea
and their niece
the
who *p*nt
Dorchester. Man*,
month at Annhurst, returned to their
home* laat week.
Provide for the winter month* by
buying one of "*ir *upeiior range*.
K. 8. DitI* Co., Portland, Adr.

Drew V. Hill. who haa been here for
the *ea*on with hi* mother, Mra. M.
E. Hill, will leave Prlday to, attend
Academy,
Peekskill
the
Military
Hill
student. Mrs.
where he Is a
will leave for a business trip through
She ha*
r*nada and the 'Northweat.

purchaaed

a

lot

Cove and will have
there this winter so
for

occupancy

Beach
cottage built

of land

In

a

near

aa to be
the aprlng.

ready

Charles Cloud man of Sunnyslope
In
cottage Is enjoying his vacation

America will have

a sad awakening
the issue of money good in Europe.
Greek King,
I.vcurgus. :he ancient
about 500 years B. C. faced a similar
situation that America is now facing,
so he ordered Greek money made of
iron to keep it in Greece.
C. E. Davis,
Secretary of the Dogfish Legislation.

on

THE STORE BEAUTIFUL.
For many years the products of the
Walter Corey Company have been a
recognized standard for all that is
b*st in their line and "Corey Quality"
has become almost a byword among

Inhabitants of
visitors and
Portland.
Here are shown in delightful profusion solid mahogany reproductions of the moat noted forms of
Chippendale. Sherraton and other faand the
of furniture
mous
kinds
is
"Craftsman" furniture line which
sold here Is a delight to maker, sell'
er and purchaser.
Corey linoleums
for
are known across the continent
their superior quality and for the last
seventy-five years Corey mattresses
a recognized
and pillows have been
fact, every
standing of quality. In
detail of home furniture can be most
stock at
from the
easily selected
Corey's, an establishment which so
Justly bears the name of "The Store
summer

Flesutlful."

REPEAL DEFEATED.

(Continued

from

page

1.)

and the question of State primaries
the very
from
had been predicted
outset
The closeness of the election has
only nerved, however, to urge the opponent* of prohibition to renewed efforts and It la probable that the campaign to get rid of the prohibitory
law will be commenced at once and
continued until another general rote
can be had upon the question.
THE

STORE

OF QUALITY.

Vialtora to Portland

are

often

sur-

prised by the extremely high grade
department store of Eastman Bros A
Bancroft and Portlanders themselves

after visiting other cities often reallie for the first time whst an unusually fine establishment Is kept there.
Every thing Imaginable that a departexhibit upon Its
can
ment afore
counters can b* found there and the
to
accorded
treatment
courteous
Is widely known. Just at

shoppers
present the early showing of novelty
drees goods and suitings In grsy and

sistant poultrymun at the
Montana
experiment Station, has been appointed to All the position caused by
the resignation of Professor \V.
A.

Brown of the University
of
Maine.
Mr. Schoppe is a graduate of Maine,
*07. Since then he has had four years'
experience in poultry work at the Experiment Stations at Kingston. R. I.,
and Bozeman. Montana.
Mr. Schoppe
comes to the* college with a training
both along practical
and
scientific
lines, that well qualifies him for the
important position he is to occupy at
the University.
Professor Schoppe is
a native of Maine and therefore understands Maine conditions.

dealings.

MAINE NOTES.

Bangor people acid friends outside
the city have been extremely liberal
to the Bangor public library since the
FOLKS, FACTS AND FANCIES.
Are of April 30.
Their total gifts to j
the
number
2700
institution
over
In Chill there are several remarkthat i
volumes and excel the number
able shore railways which utilize the
have been bought by the library.
Up trcde winds as motive
power, the cars
in the court house basement there
being equipped with sails. Impressare now 4116 volumes, which are used
ed with the fact that a stiff breeze
by Bangoreans to.the extent of about could be
depended on for several
2800 a month.
hours every morning and evening, an
engineer built several cars, providing
The Allegash extension of the Ban- each of them with a square sail. The
gor & Aroostook railroad, beside open- Idea proved so practical <hat It was
ing up enormous undeveloped water put to use at once. Its cheapness and
powers and a country covered by mil- utility making a strong appeal. The
lions of feet of spruce and pine timber speed attained is said to be as high as
hour. This may
which it is now impossible to get to thlrty-flve miles an
market, will also help to solve the be checked to any extent desired by
The
problem of obtaining cheap railroad a manipulation of the brakes.
ties which now confronts nearly every trains are even able to make a reguscheduled
It has grown to larly
time, as the trade
road in the country.
reliabll*
be a serious question In the last few winds blow with clock-like
years and one which one road—the H 7.
Pennsylvania— Is attempting to solve
The citizens of .MondorMes-Balns.
by growing timber for ties on land of Luxembourg, elect a municipal officer
Its own. The supply of beech In the
yearly, whose sole duties are to take
be
will
which
opened the
country
pigs of the town out for a walk,
Aroostook
&
the
Bangor
by
Each mornas K were, twice a day.
is
very
Allegash
extension,
ing at daylight the officer parades the
It
Is especially abundant
great.
strecfts sounding a horn. The pigs In
In the territory on the north side of
the
call
and
their sties recognise
the water shed dividing the Penobscot
squeal loudly until the owner comes to
The railroad tie
and St. John rivers.
As soon as he has collet them out.
Industry has been an extensive one In lected his drove the officer lesds them
the
In
Maine
esstern
past and, Into the woods for acorns or Into the
sfter the opening of the new line
meadows far away, returning them to
wilderness. It now spthrough the
afternoon,
their homea In <he early
than
will
become
larger
that
It
pesrs
when he sounds his horn at each door,
ever.
own
Its
the pigs returning each to
conwhat the trough
home to see
The officer Is paid a small sum
The Geological Survey has recently tains.
owner and the town becompleted an Investigation of Maine's by each pig
a
The sides allows him a small salary,
underground water resources.
examination covers all of Southern house to live In and a uniform.
Mslne. from Klttery to Calala, and
From the 18th to the 30th of Sepaims to help towns which are search- tember, Inclusive. Chicago will extend
ing for a better water supply. It finds her hospitality to probably a larger
that there Is much water beneath the number of
city officials than

\

and other
surface In granite, alate
la
substances, but that the amount
uncertain on account of the distribution of the crevices In the rock. This
good quality,
water Is usually of
though It often has a large mineral
content. It has been found that

drilled wells are more satisfactory
than dug wells. The commerclsl mineral springs generally produce a good
quality of water and the public supples throughout the State are as a
whole aatlsfactory.
Professor Wllllsm F. Schoppe.

as-

leading

It was ever her fortune to entertain
The
occasion
at one time before.
will be the International Municipal
Congress and Exposition, and accord*
Ing to the rery elaborate prospectus
Issued by those who have organized
and will direct It, It will be a "world
conference and exhibition for the de-

velopment

of

Twentieth

Century

Ideals of municipal economy, progress
snd perfection; a show place and a
market place for every article of ma-

terial, machinery snd equipment that
enters into the construction and operation of a modem city.**

ISLAND STEAMERS.

Casco Bay & Harpswell Unas
Ti-ne-Table Effective Sept. ft. 1911.
WEEK DAYS.

House W().
FROM-RORTLANDWfettto-a
To Peaks Island < Forr«t City LanilinKl—
R.4-V »l.4)>. 7.4". CiV !•:»). !«.«■» *. m.. 12.15.
11.".. 2.15. 4.13. r.lX *M5.
m.
To Cushing's hltad-*I.4'i, T.4<» a. tn., 2.15,
5.1." p. m.
To Little and Great Diaanond Islands. Tre(ethen and Evergreen Landings* t'eak* Ivland)
—445. K<*>, Im.ui ». m 12.1"». 2.«««. 4.15. 5,2".
6.15. tKKi p. tn.
To Pooce Landing (Long I*lan<l>—<1.45.
R<»>. !».:»•. lft.isi a. m.. 12.15. 21)0. 4.15. 5.2»».
6.15.
|>. m
To Doughty Landing (I.ong Island)—6 4.".
8.UO. HUIO a. in., 1215, 2.»"». 4 15. 5.2". el. 15

p.

SEPTEMBER

I

To Cleave* Landing I Long l«lan.|)—M«'
a. m.. 5.2«»
j». m.
To Little Chebeague e.Y2U y. -n.
To Cliff Island. Western and Central Landings < (treat Chebeague). South Harpswell.
Bailey and Orr's Island—a. m.. 4.4.» i». m.
To Sunset Landing and Eastern Landings
(Great Chcbeague). Cousins. Litt!ejohn and
Bustin Islands. Mere Point. Birch Island and
Harpswell Center—1«M«» a. m.. 4..'Si) p. m.
l'M»»

C. NV. T. CODING,
Cienl Mgr.

PreVt.

Cool Fibre and Grass

For the New Meadows River
end Gurnet Bridge.

8teamer

Refrigerators

leaves
Portland
daily at 10 a. m. for the Gurnet and
New Meadows River,
at
touching
Peaks

and

So.

Prices

JOHNSTON-BAILEY CO.,
NEAR

YARMOUTH FORESIDE LINE
RONALD C. RAYNES. rUupr.
Daily Pmttugtr •• <1 Ba((i(« Service,
W«*k Day Time Tabic; In »lleet July l«t.
Pas«enirer Boat Relief leave* l'ortland Pier.
Ferry
Waitinr
Room.
11.15 a. mand
4-30 p
for Waites Landing. Falmouth.
m..
Sturtevants Inland. Prirce's Point. Drinkwater
Inn and Trimble Farm. Cousins Island.
Leave
Return,
Drinkwater
Inn
and
Trimble Farm at
fc.45 a. m. and 1 45 p. m.
Sundays, leave Portland Pier 9 30 a- m.
and
7 p. m.
Return, leave Drinkwater
Inn 7.30 a. m. and 4-30 p. m.
Automobile Connection with Elrctric Car*

SERVICE FROM
PORTLAND.

190-192 Middle St.,

Dow &
FIRE

35

Portland. Me.

Pinkham,

INSURANCE,

Exchange St.,

Portland, Me.

Dwellings, Cottages, Hotels and SeestieU Property
H. N. PINKHAM.
insure J m tie leading companies.
H. W. SUSSKRAUT. F. C. HUSSEY.

William Senter & CO.

PEAKS

TO

Parties who wish to go to the theatres iii Portland in the evening can
now
be
accommodated as we are
making two trips to Portland and return. Leaving Public landing Peaks
Island at 7.30 and 10.30 p. m.. returning leave
Public Landing. Portland
Pier, at 9.30 and 11.30 p. m.
Each
trip will be made one hour earlier

OFFICE,

POST

51

JEWELERS,

Exchange St.,

Portland. Me.

Charts, Co—fasses, Sosttentr Sfoots,
yseat's »f Portland and vicinity.

will keep their summer home open until October 1.
Mrs. Edda M. Grannell
and
Miss
Sadie Grannell left
Wednesday to
ttpend ten days with
Mrs. Arthur
Grannell at Ridlonville, Me.

Chester L. Jordan & Co.

The base ball season just closed has
bten most successful and manager A.
C. Robbins has certainly given the Island a fine team of players.
Some
of this year's men
are considering
back
ccming
next season and with the
ideas that Manager Robbins has in
nind
to
In
put
force
several
changes will be made. A change of
location of the diamond is being considered and if so
suitable seating
accommodations will be given.
Another idea is to issue season tickets
ana the fee from these would aesist
greatly toward the expense of having
a
winning nine. The local team are
hoping of having a game with the
Cumberland nine at the Fair to be
given there this month.
One of the greatest necessities of

prosperous summer colony is a thoroughly first cla*8 and up-to-date grocery and provision store.
In this reSunday night.
epect Chebeague is particularly fortuSaturday night one
trip only will be made, leaving Peaks 13 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE nate as the establishment conducted
at 7.30 and Portland at 9.30.
bv Mr. R. H. Cleaves is
Special
undoubtedly
one of the
trips made at any time during the |
best in the
The
bay.
BRADFORD
FURNITURE.
CO. line of provisions and groceries
night by
telephoning 114-2, Peaks I
car17
Preble Street,
Island.
Portland.
HILL & THOMAS.
ried at his two stores is the very best
obtainable and at the Bakery some
Solicit your business on
and
in
of the most delicious and aopetizine
confecticns in the bay can be got.
the line of New and Second Hand Furniture.

Will Write Your Automobile, Fire and Liability
Insurance for You
at
the
Lowest Rates.

TOLMAN,

anything

Chebeague

On looking backward one can say
that the season of 1911 has been one
of the most successful social seasons
that the island has ever enjoyed among the cottage colony.
The success of the weekly dances was assured from the first and was much enjoyed especially by the youngest set.
Airs. Harry Cooke of Newton. Mass..
had charge of them.
Many have entertained at their cottages, one of the
most
brilliant functions
oelng the
muslcale given by Mrs.
Gertrude
assisted
Walker-Crowley,
by Mrs.
Frances Atherton Spalding, the composer and pianist. Mr. Harry Cooke,
tenor, Mr. Clarence H. Lunt. basso.
Mr. Jack Spalding, violinist and Mr.
John S. Crowley, tenor. Nearly 100
were bidden but owing to the Inclement weather,
only about one-half
were present.
Another was the delightful tea given
by Mrs. William
Allen Harris of Springfield, at her
summer cottage. Noddlehead. one of
the most picturesque spots on the island.
About fifty attended and Mrs.
Harris entertained in her usual gracious
manner.
smaller
Among the
parties were the tea given by Miss
inHart-I^ester
several
Harris,
formal parties by Mrs. Harry Cooke
for her daughter. Miss
Esther and
several by Mrs. George Spalding for
her daughter. Miss Rosamond.
Mrs.
Percy Shaw. In honor of her sister.
Miss Hixon, gave some Informal parties as did Mrs. Tamborell for her
guests.

Mrs. Bicknell Hall, whose beautiful
at the exhouse. Polkstone Ix>dge.

everythiog

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Give

call.

|

GROCERS.

MARKETMEN.

BAKCR8.

GEO. C. SHAW CO., "Was.*- Portland.
Announcement

to

< >

Casco Bay Trade.

Our new Market at Preble Street makes a
JI
special;; ty of packing and shipping orders to any part of
J J Casco Bay* Mail and telephone orders have our
J | prompt attention and patrons are assured of the
*
] "Shaw" quality, which has been maintained for
I; years.
<

►

;\
\1
;|

Everything in the line of groceries, meats, bakery products, fresh garden produce, imported d*licacies, cooked meats and delicatessen.

treme end of the East End 1* the admiration of all the summer visitors,
gave a most enjoyable hay rack ride
for her *on, Robert.
Mrs. L*. C. Hyde
gave a dance and several other parties in honor of her guests. Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence H. Lunt gave a dinner
party In honor of their guest, Mrs.
Alice Carmlchael.

given by Miss Alice Vernon, and
by ;Mr». L. M. I'assano of Winchester, Mass. Mrs. T. E. Thompson
gave a very enjoyable bridge party to
the
West
End
colony.
Amateur
theatricals and the
weekly Sunday

At the W*st End many bridge parties and musicales have been given;
among them was the bridge party and
musicale at the home of Mrs. John
H. Ridge
also one at the home of
Mrs. W. B. French of Winchester.
A delightful
birthday
Mass.
party

The great need of Chebeaftue. however. Is a cottage hall, and It Is hoped
that a fund will be started for that
purpose before long.
Bailey Island
has had a hall for several years, and
Cnebeague cannot afford to fall behind her sister Islands
In co-operation and public spirit.

was

a

tea

afternoon teas have been as much enJoyed as In former years, and the season has certainly been most
pleasant.

Houm.

The

Summit House hu had the
best Reason since Its inception a* a
summer
I luring
hotel.
Auxunt
scores of guests, unable to find rooms,
went to other houses for accommodations
There are two principal reasons for this success which are vital
ones to summer houses—I. e.—the locstlon and the management.
Both
are without
parallel on the island,
and the result has been that a larger
proportion of 8ummit guests return
the next year and the next, than a*
other less carefully conducted
reMr. and
sorts.
Mra. W. T. Fairdough of Boston are registered for
two weeks, arriving on Sept. 8.

HAY'S ELASTIC

HOSE and SUPPORTERS
are

guaranteed

Mrs. Harry Cooke and
daughter.
Miss Esther Cooke.of Newton Center,
left the island Tuesday
for
their

home.

Summit

(hh)
W

us a

in

Quality, Fit

and Finish. Prices, too, are
The common
reasonable.
sizes in stock for quick delivery. Special orders promptly
filled. Send for measurement
blanks and prices.

H. H. HAY SONS

Dr. Newell B. Johnson and family of

with their
daughter. tb«
Maud
well known actress
Johnson
Warren
(Maud
Richmond)
closed
their summer home here Sunday afternoon last. The family have been
here for the entire sommer months,
and they made several Improvements
Maud Richmond,
on their property.
who Is a member of the famous Cas
tie Square Theatre Stock Co. of Boston. will Tuesday commence rehearsing for the fall and whiter season st

Waltham,

'««-• -•
I
>

this popular playhouse.
Mr. L. P. Chandler of Springfield

Mrs. Cooke was most active
in the affairs of the summer colony
and under her management the dancing parties were made a fine success.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Ellison
and
their sons. Messrs. Richard and Norman Ellison. Jr.. closed
up their summer hom? near Sunset
Landing last
week and returned to their homes in
Merion. Pa., making the trip in their
touring car. Mr. Richard Ellison will
return to Philadelphia
preparatory to
entering the University of Pennsylvania. and Mr. Norman Ellison. Jr..
will return to the St. John's Military
Academy at Manlius. N. Y., where he
has been enrolled for the past four
In
years.
their
graceful
yacht,
"Nern." the Ellisons have enjoyed a
great deal of yachting this summer,
and next year when some alterations
have been made upon the "Nern's"
cabin,
they intend to take several
cruises along the coast. Mr. Ellison
Is a member of the Arm of The Ellison Company in Philadelphia, one of
th< oldest and best-known clothing
concerns In the Quaker city.
Professor and
Mrs.
Harmon
N.
Morse will close up their summer cottage next Saturday .after spending
the entire summer season here.
Before returning to their home in Baltimore, Mrs. Morse will spend some
time as a guest of her aunt.
Mr*.
Sarah Clark at Norridgewock. Me.,
and Dr. Morse wll make a visit to his
brother. Professor Anson Morse, who
occupies the chair of history at Amherst college.
They will net to Baltimore. howerer. In time to be present
at the opening of Johns Hopkins University. where Dr. Morse is professor
of Inorganic and analytic chemistry
and director of the chemical labra-

tory.

Mr. and Mr*. Thomas E. Thompson
returned thla week to their home In
Woodford*. Me., after having paused
a moat delightful turner at their cotMr. Thomptage at the Weat End.

son

1a In the real estate business

In

Portland.
The smelting -season opens tomorrow, Sept. 15, or to be correct as to
About
hour a<
midnight tonight.
eleven boats, each manned by two
and supplied with seines will
men
put out at midnight from Chebeague

and wfll probably make their first
casts about the upper rearhea of the
Tomorrow morning should see
bay.
some tons of the delicate fish lesrIng the bay. carefully parked In Iced

plates,

cents.

35 cents.

Portland " souvenir plates, 25 cents.
Souvenir pitchers, 25 cents.

Real fir pillows, 50 cents.
"Pearl of Orr's Island" tiles 35 cents.
Thompson Art Prints, 10c to $10.

Longfellow tiles,

Let

us

furnish
next

^your

35 cents.

cottage

season.

T. F. FOSS & SONS

Now is the time to buy a Range or
Parlor stove.
It will pay you to visit
R. S. Davis Co. Portland and inspect)
their stock and thereby get acquainted with the merits of their several
stoves.
Also if you need housefuri-ishings of any kind they have the
lines to please you.
Adv.
Friends of Sumner Hamilton are
glad to know of his slight improvement.
He has been confined to the
house most of the time all summer.
The Misses Margaret
and Mary
Newell are still at their cottage and
the young ladies will remain until the
last of the month.

Harpswell regularly,

•nd all Intermediate landings on sip*
nal.
Two hours at the Gurnet House for
•hore dinner,
at
returning arrive
Portland about 5.45 p. m.

'EVENING

Reduced

Hammocks

Comet

•'

evening

Greenfield, Mass..

All 3t

Rags

44Pearl of Orr's Island"

Mathilda Hamilton arrived
last from Boaton.
where she has been the guest of her
daughter, Mrs. Carroll C. Curit. to
spend some time with
her
sister,
Mrs. Sarah Hamilton.
The temperance rally held
7riday
evening at Golden Cross ball
was
very largely attended wi*h Scott Wilson as the prinelp?! speiker.
Mans- :
field's brass band played several selee- I
tlons.
Sunday evening another rally
v. as held in front of the
High school
building, and this was attended by a
great many.
Mr. and Mrs.'Clarence
Little
of
Mrs. C.

Saturday

FURNITURE

Piazza Rockers

Famous "Longfellow" plates, 50

family were active in the social life
of the island.

are

SUMMER

a. m.

SOUVENIR GOODS

Mrs. George P.
Spalding and her
daughter, Rosamond,
left for their
home in 'Newton
Center
Tuesday.
The family have been at the Webber
cottage the entire season and all the

making special
inducements during this
month for you to buy
We

m.

To South Freeport
E. B. W1NSLOW.

a few days last week at
the
Pelham cottage.
Mrs. Chandler and
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. C. HamlUon, will remain until about October
first.

spent

Housefurnishers

Monument Square.

•

twenty-fourth that Mrs. Dorticos has
spent at Chebeague. but she nas never
been able to find any other
place to
compare with.it as a place of summer

will occupy
their
cottage
"Lone
Ath** for some time yet, after
having
been
down
since early
in June.
Professor Passano on his return will

Mr. and Mrs. Morris Brown of Baltimore have been visitors for a fewdays this week of Professor and Mrs.
I.. M. Passano. parsing a most
delight

sor

residence.

I
|

ful visit here.

Mrs. William Stewart and Miss Adelaide Nielsen of Philadelphia, will remain at the Stewart
cottage till the
end of the week.
Mr. Stewart ana
the
Misses
Hyalty and Augusta
Stewart left for home Friday arter
having spent a thoroughly delighttul
summer here.

his work as associate
profesof mathematics at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
resume

Mr. Charles Wyer and family, who
have been spending ail the summer
at their new home near
Sunset Landing. left the island this week, but will

probably occupy their old summer
home on Great Diamond Island before
returning for good to Portland, where
Mr. Wyer is connected with the Mutual Life Insurance
Company.

Mr. Preston Hall will leave the island Friday to attend the
University
of Maine where he
will enter this
fall.
Mrs. Hall will remain a while

Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Ridge and
Miss Jessie Ridge left the island Sunday for their winter home in Port- longer at her cottage.
land. It is possible,
however, that
Mr. and Mrs. Ridge will spend cue or
two week-ends at
Traffic Men Meet.
the island before
closing up the cottage for good. Miss
Last Monday afternoon the annual
Ridge returns to her studies at the
and outing
of the Portland
Portland High School, where she is a meeting
and Steam Traffic Associamember of the senior class and the Railway
| tion was held at Riverton Park. After
captain of the basket-ball team. Air. a
number of exciting field sports had
Ridge has charge of the safe deposit been
participated in. the following ofdepartment of the Fidelity Trust Co. ficers
were elected:
in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward S. Pickard,
with their children. Miss Sallie and
Master Jack Pickard. returned last
Sunday to their home U.i Cumberland
Mills, making the trip in their knockabout. ••Billikin." They will in
all
likelihood, bowevev. ro'urr. to
the
island for several week-end
stays before they return for good and all to
Cumberland Mills, where Mr. Pickard
is connected with the Warren
Paper

Mills.

Miss Helen Bates,
of Woodfords,
who has been spending most of the
summer here visiting her sister and
cousin, Mrs. Antoine Dorticos and
Mrs. H. N. Morse, left the Island this
week for Norridgewock. where she
will visit her aunt. Miss Sarah Clark.
Mrs. Joseph France and her chil-

dren. *Miss
France
Margaret
and
Messrs. Joseph. Robert and Richard
France, will leave for their home in
Baltimore oo September 19. after having passed a most delightful summer
under the roof of the (iliddon cotMr. Joseph
tage.
France returns
this fall to
Princeton
University,
where he is a member of the sophomore class and last year was on the
class wrestling team.
The Very Reverend Frank L. Vernon left his cottage "Coveside"
on

Tuesday

of last week for his home in

Portland, where he is dean of Saint
Luke's Cathedral.
He was followed
on Saturday by
his children.
Miss
Alice and Mr. Campbell Vernon, and
Miss A. C. Prlndle.
Though this is
only their second season at Chebeague
the Vernons have long since fallen In
love with the place and thkik there
Is no other spot to compare with It.
Professor and Mrs.
L. Magruder
and
Passano
their
children.
Miss
Elizabeth
and
Mr.
Max
Passano
of
Winchester,
Mass.,

President—Charles W. T. Coding,
Portland.
Vice President—F. R. Perry, Boston
Secretary and
Treasurer—-F*. G.

Ranney. Boston.

Executive
Committee
Albert
Reicke. George W. Bliss, I,. P. Burgess. A. W. Gibbons, all of Boston.
—

About

meeting,
the

was

60

held.

v. as

members attended
the
of the featuree of which
very enjoyable supper that

one

ENGLISH TEA ROOM
€0)

Congress Street
Portland. Maine
<2 doors east Public Library)

Breakfast after 8
Luncheon 11 to 3
Afternoon Tea until 6 p. in.
Tel. 3494

Rooms

Single and En Suite

Carl Rust Parker
Landscape
513 Fidelity

Bid*.

Architect
PORTLAND, ME.

Tclephom* CMfwtlM

ROW BOATS TO LET.

1 »t»k S3. 4 weeks 110. season IIP. Delivered at
small expense.
Moorings furnished.
Everything first class.

J. A. Drinkwater,
Yarmouth Foretlde,
Street,
Maine.
Telephone

Oilman

Dorfman's

on

the Pier

is the place to buy Magazines, Papers, Can*
dy; Fruit. Souvenir Caids and in fact everything to omplete the summer vacation.
Our newsboy* on the steamers can supply
you wiih anything in our line. Trade with
thtm
always if yoa want the best.
Checking done here.

For tHe

Our summer residents should
be sure and plan to see the big
line of

F urniture

Floor

Covering's

Draperies

at

boxes.

Professor and Mrs. W. H. Howell,
Mlases Janet and Teresa Howell
and Mr. Ttoger Howell will remain at
their summer home here till late In
the month before returning to their
home In Baltimore, where T)r. Howell
the
In
Is professor of physiology
Johns Hopklna Medical School.
•Mrs. Antolne Porticos closed up her
sunfmer residence last week and left
In
tb« Island for her winter home
Fast Orange. S. J., much to the regret
of hsr msny friends among the sumthe
at
mer colony who still remain
the

island.

This past

season

mskes ths

rCORFYS
"The Store Beautiful."
Seventy-five

m rr*«

s».. Portland. Me.

years of success/

